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Hurricanes will dance this dance with the devil – at home, in a Game 7 – one more time 

By Luke Decock 

Take your pick. The Carolina Hurricanes are in their element 
— at home, in a Game 7 — or they’ve pushed their luck one 
step too far and the bill has come due. 

Both are equally true in this moment. No one really knows. 
There’s only one way to find out. 

What is also true, and unequivocal, is that this has been the 
strangest damn postseason in memory. 

Maybe it’s always like this for the favored team in the 
playoffs, and it’s been so long since the Hurricanes truly 
faced the burden of expectations and weren’t just going 
around upsetting the natural order of things, breaking hearts 
in Montreal and Toronto and Montreal again, that we’ve all 
forgotten. 

But both the first-round series against the Boston Bruins that 
went seven games and this series against the New York 
Rangers that has now gone seven games have been 
overwhelmed by an unpredictable predictability. Thanks to 
their unwillingness to lose at home and inability to win on the 
road, the Hurricanes are one win away from a rematch with 
the Tampa Bay Lightning in the conference final, despite a 
winning percentage and goal differential that would drop 
them to the draft lottery during the regular season. 

This home-road business is not only unprecedented in NHL 
history, it’s tearing a swath through all of North American 
sports. Only the 2008 Boston Celtics had a longer run of it, 
15 games — on their way to the NBA title, for what it’s worth. 

At this point, as much as matchups do matter — and it’s a 
little crazy how the Jordan Staal line has assumed this 
impenetrable aura of invincibility at a time when the rest of 
the team struggles to find its footing on a nightly basis, 
sometimes at home, almost always on the road — it’s clearly 
a mental hurdle as much as anything. 

There’s no rhyme or reason to it now, the way there was a 
few weeks ago. It’s opponent-independent. The Hurricanes 
are just a completely different team at home than they are on 
the road, in almost every respect. It’s almost as if they’re 

trying to find a different way to lose on the road each time — 
Antti Raanta’s number came up Saturday — because there’s 
absolutely no way to explain it. 

“I think we’re dwelling on this home and away thing a little 
too much,” Hurricanes center Vincent Trocheck said. “It’s a 
hockey game when you get on the ice. You’re not really 
focusing whether you’re going back to your own bed after the 
game or going to a hotel.” 

Everyone, coaches and players alike, is sick of talking about 
it, and for good reason, but there’s only one way to remove it 
from repeated consideration. And given the option, the 
Hurricanes would prefer being bored and exasperated by the 
ongoing discussion to being eliminated. Which are the two 
options on the table Monday. 

As for the Game 7 streak that dates back to the 2006 
Eastern Conference finals and has outlived Justin Williams’ 
tenure(s) with the team, there’s no rhyme or reason to that, 
either. They’ve won them at home and on the road, in 
regulation and in overtime, in the first round and in the last 
round, over a span of 17 seasons. 

The core of this group has won a pair, the coach has been a 
part of all six of them in one way or another, but again, 
there’s not a common thread that connects any of it, which 
again suggests that chance has played as much of a role as 
anything. That bill is coming due as well, someday. 

The Hurricanes pushed their luck in the first round and got 
away with it. They may well get away with it again Monday. 
(They should: As in the first round, they have been the better 
team five-on-five in this series, only to be undone by special 
teams and, in Game 6, goaltending.) 

Neither of these unusual streaks are sustainable indefinitely. 
The larger the sample size, the more likely something goes 
wrong. 

But the Hurricanes have danced this dance with the devil 
before, and if nothing else, they should feel confident and 
comfortable in this situation, putting their season on the line. 

At home. In a Game 7. Again. 
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If the Hurricanes want to beat the Rangers in Game 7, here’s what they need to do 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes had no sooner lost 5-2 to the New 
York Rangers on Saturday than defenseman Brady Skjei 
talked of looking ahead. 

“We’re going to try to scrap this game and move on,” he said. 

Sounds simple enough: lose Game 6 in the Stanley Cup 
playoff series and just move on to Game 7 on Monday, Go 
home, play again, look to play well and end the second-
round series. 

“It’s little frustrating we couldn’t close it out but we’ll forget 
about this pretty quickly and we have a lot of confidence at 
home, as our record shows,” Skjei said. “We’ll be ready to go 
Monday.” 

The record shows that the Hurricanes are 7-0 at home in the 
playoffs. But Game 7’s can be fickle, with unexpected turns, 
unexpected stars, regardless of where it’s played. 

Here are four things that could help the Canes get that 
series-clinching fourth win against the Rangers: 

Raanta rebound 

Goalie Antti Raanta has been so solid for the Canes that it 
was almost shocking to see him pulled from Game 6. But 
there he sat, cap on head and a somber look on his face, 
after Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour decided to make a 
change early in the second period after the Rangers’ third 
goal. 

Someone asked Brind’Amour in the postgame press 
conference if Raanta would start Game 7. Brind’Amour gave 
the media person an incredulous look before saying, yes, 
Antti Raanta would start. 

What wasn’t said but could have been: Raanta is 6-0 at 
home in the playoffs, with a .965 save percentage and 0.97 
goals-against average. 

In the Boston series, Raanta was the losing goalie in Game 
6, beaten for four goals as the Bruins took a 5-2 win in 
Boston. He responded with could have been the biggest 
victory of his career, stopping 27 of 29 shots in Game 7. 

“He’s been a rock for us,” Skjei said. 

Keeping it “clean”  

After the Canes won Game 1, defenseman Brett Pesce said 
the players were talking about what a clean game it had 
been. That is, generally devoid of penalties. 

Nino Niederreiter high-sticked the Rangers’ Adam Fox at 
1:26 of the first period and that was that – no more Canes 
penalties in the game. And the Rangers had only one: Ryan 
Strome’s tripping penalty just 27 seconds after the 
Niederreiter call. The referees kept the whistles in their 
pockets and let the guys play. 

The Canes had five penalties in the third period of Game 6. 
The Rangers scored twice on the power play in the game. 

Don’t chase the game 

In Game 7 against the Bruins, the Canes’ Teuvo Teravainen 
scored the first goal of the game in the opening period, and 
Domi scored twice in the second for a 3-1 lead. 

The Canes did not have to play from behind, with the 
pressure mounting as the minutes passed. PNC Arena was a 
rocking place, Canes fans urging their team on rather than 
having the urgent pleas that come when the home team is 
trailing and the fans antsy. 

“Our fans are really loud and are great and they get us going 
for the game,” center Vincent Trocheck said Sunday. “That 
obviously helps whenever momentum swings happen.” 

The Canes did come from behind in Game 1 against the 
Rangers, Sebastian Aho tying the score late in regulation 
before Cole won it in overtime. But that was Game 1, not a 
Game 7. 

Another Max Domi 

Domi was the unexpected step-up star in Game 7 against 
the Bruins, scoring twice, assisting on a third goal. Traded to 
the Canes at the deadline to bring more spunk and skill to 
the lineup, the forward was at his best in what then was 
Carolina’s biggest game of the season. 

Now there’s a bigger one. It could be the kind of game that a 
Jordan Martinook, back from injury, provides a big score for 
the Canes. Defensemen Ian Cole and Brendan Smith had 
the game-winning goals in the first two games of the 
Rangers series. No one expected that from those veteran 
guys, 

Who knows, it might be Domi again. 
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Hurricanes approach another Game 7 with 2 big questions hanging over them 

By Sara Civian 

The Hurricanes were buzzing about Saturday night in 
Raleighwood two weeks ago before Round 1, Game 7 
against the Bruins. Coach Rod Brind’Amour said at the time 
it was “a different feeling” than the team would have had in 
the past heading into a do-or-die game. “This time around, I 
felt like it was our time,” he said. 

They went on to win the game 3-2, with unlikely hero Max 
Domi scoring two, and you might have thought that would 
open the floodgates — that the Canes were ready to start 
plowing through postseason opponents the way they have in 
recent regular seasons. 

If so, you were wrong. 

Round 2 against the Rangers has been different — closer 
games, tougher bounces, less room for error against Hart 
finalist Igor Shesterkin — but the results have been exactly 
the same, with the Canes winning the first two at home, 
dropping the next two on the road and ultimately landing in 
another Game 7. 

There are plenty of questions ahead of this one. Two big 
ones stand out. 

First of all, what is the deal with home-ice advantage and the 
Hurricanes in these playoffs? 

We’re all bending over backward to figure out what, if 
anything, the Canes’ 7-0 home record and 0-6 away record 
means. Maybe it’s as simple as the fact that they have to 
play every other day and the travel that entails kind of stinks. 
Maybe it’s the way the bounces have unfolded, or the 
crowds, or maybe the Hurricanes are teaching us a lesson 
that if you play well in the regular season, you get home-ice 
advantage and that can actually matter. 

I’ve personally stopped trying to galaxy brain the home-and-
away stuff. To me, these Round 2 games have been pretty 
even, and aside from Game 5, I think the issue is clear: The 
Canes’ best players need to score more if this team is going 
to contend for a Stanley Cup. 

The Hurricanes are the first team in NHL history to lose their 
first six road games in a single playoffs. This is an interesting 
stat, because of course it’s not good that the Canes have yet 
to win on the road. But they’ve made it this far despite this 
cryptic inability to win on the road. We might be harping so 
much on this narrative because it is so frustrating and 
bizarre. You’re telling me the stingy, confident team from 
Game 5 is the same team that allowed a bad start to break it 
in Game 6? 

“We’re talking a lot about it, but we’re home tomorrow. So 
that’s a good thing, right?” Tony DeAngelo said after Game 
6. “That’s where I’ll leave it at. It’s one game, we’ve got home 
ice, we’ve got the best fans in the league — we’ll be ready to 
go. After the game, I don’t think we’ll be worried about if it 

was at home or on the road. We’re just looking to win the 
game.” 

Whatever the reason for it, the back-and-forth is making 
things rather difficult, especially knowing their potential 
Eastern Conference final opponents are vibing somewhere 
near a Tampa Bay pool after their Round 2 sweep. At least 
Round 2, Game 7 is at home? 

“We love playing in front of this crowd, it’s the loudest 
building we’ve played in,” DeAngelo said. “Obviously, it’s 
much louder than what MSG was, much louder than what 
Boston was. It’s a good energy boost for us, I think we’ve 
gotta feed off of it, try to get the first goal, try to get the crowd 
into it early.” 

It’s one thing to say you want to do that. It’s another to do it 
when Shesterkin is in net and you’re not getting big saves at 
your own end. 

Antti Raanta has been good-to-great every game this 
postseason except the last, when he allowed two soft goals 
and got pulled. 

That brings us to our second big question, one that’s been 
lingering in the background throughout the playoffs: What’s 
going on with Freddie Andersen? 

There’s been much speculation surrounding Andersen’s 
return. Some around the team thought he was going to 
bounce back from his left leg injury a bit quicker, but it hadn’t 
mattered much either way through 12 postseason games, 
because Raanta was flourishing. Andersen returned to 
skating with the Canes ahead of Game 4 in New York last 
Monday, so that was a good sign. But Brind’Amour has 
confirmed Andersen will not return for Game 7 on Monday. 
Raanta will keep the net. 

“Well, we’d love to have had (Andersen),” Brind’Amour said 
Sunday. “That’s kind of why we got him, for these moments. 
But injuries happen. This time of year, it’s part of the game. 
Raants has been phenomenal. We’ve been fortunate that 
way. But every team deals with injuries and obviously we’re 
dealing with one.” 

Ahead of the Canes’ second Game 7 situation of the 
postseason, people are starting to wonder what the timetable 
on Andersen’s return is. He admitted last postseason that he 
played through an injury, and as a Ducks rookie in 2014 he 
left the second round with a lower-body injury sustained in 
Game 3. 

Is he still hurt, or are they getting him acclimated in net 
before they unleash him in a playoff game? 

“His movement is coming back,” Hurricanes GM Don 
Waddell told The Athletic. “But for a goalie doing the 
butterfly, it is a slow process.” 

Regardless, the Canes are sticking with Raanta and their 
usual lineup for the latest Game 7. There isn’t the same buzz 
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to this one. There have been too many opportunities to close 
out games and series squandered at this point. 

But who are we to doubt the Hurricanes at PNC Arena? 

 

Rangers vs. Hurricanes picks, odds: Expert predictions for Stanley Cup Playoffs Game 7 

The goaltenders are fully in the spotlight for Monday’s Game 
7 between the New York Rangers and Carolina Hurricanes. 
For the Blue Shirts, Igor Shesterkin continues to show why 
he’s a Vezina Trophy finalist and is likely to win the award. 
For Carolina, Antti Raanta struggled in Game 6 at Madison 
Square Garden and was pulled just minutes into the second 
period after giving up three goals on just 13 shots. 

Now, to advance to the Eastern Conference finals vs. the 
Tampa Bay Lightning, the goaltenders must perform. The 
Hurricanes are favored according to the odds, but Shesterkin 
might have something to say about that. 

Carolina has had one of the most strange playoff runs in 
recent memory. The Hurricanes are undefeated at home (7-
0) and winless on the road (0-6). Will that trend continue on 
Monday night? 

What time is Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7? 

Time: Monday, 8 p.m. (ET) 

How to stream Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7 

Channels: ESPN, SN 

Apps: ESPN app, SN app 

What are the odds for Hurricanes at Rangers? 

Rangers +125 O 5.5 (+110) 

Hurricanes -150 U 5.5 (-130) 

Game 6: Rangers 5, Hurricanes 2 | Series tied 3-3 

Recap by Shayna Goldman 

Who was the guy? Filip Chytil gets a lot of credit for his two-
goal game. But the star of this one was Igor Shesterkin. 
The Rangers netminder turned aside 37 of the 39 shots he 
faced and, according to Natural Stat Trick, saved 2.92 more 
goals than expected in all situations against 47 unblocked 
shots from the Hurricanes. 

Though the Rangers finished the first period 
strong, Carolina pressured the rest of the way. At five-on-
five, the Hurricanes generated the majority of the 
shots and won the quality battle with 65 percent of the 
expected goals share in the second, then 88.9 percent in the 

third. So even though New York mustered only 11.1 percent 
(!) of the expected goals share, it had the goaltending to 
keep the team in the game in the final period. 

Oh, and Shesterkin also tallied two assists and took a 
penalty. Just an eventful game for the goalie all around. 

What was the key? There were a few keys to this game, 
which is why this series is going the distance. 

The Rangers have won four games on the brink of 
elimination. The Hurricanes can’t win on the road, losing all 
six games away from PNC Arena (and winning every home 
game). Goal scorers from the Rangers came from every line. 
New York had the advantage in net to make up for its even-
strength play in the second half. 

The moment of the game: DeAngelo, after the whistle blew 
midway through the third period, flipped the puck past 
Shesterkin. That’s basically a move straight out of a video 
game when you’re trying to annoy whoever you’re playing 
against. While it may have been an attempt to get under his 
opponent’s skin, it was also just undisciplined and led to an 
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. So instead of the 
Hurricanes getting a power play because Miller was called 
for tripping, play remained even. 

The Rangers know firsthand that DeAngelo can be effective 
when the offensive defender balances the disciplinary line. 
They also know how his game can get away from him when 
he can’t contain his emotions. The Hurricanes have learned 
that, too, including this postseason in Game 4 in Boston. 
Luckily for them, he rebounded the next tilt. That’s what the 
Hurricanes need in the series decider, otherwise he can 
quickly become a liability. 

Rangers Worry Meter:   … The Rangers stayed alive 
once more but have to find a way to win this series back in 
Raleigh. 

Hurricanes Worry Meter:    … Being the better team 
is only half of the battle when Shesterkin is in goal, and the 
Hurricanes still can’t win on the road. 

Rangers vs. Hurricanes expert picks and predictions for 
Game 7 

Sean Gentille-Hurricanes, Shayna Goldman-Hurricanes, 
Jesse Granger-Hurricanes, Kevin Kurz-Hurricanes, Dom 
Luszczyszyn-Hurricanes, Sean McIndoe-Rangers 
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Familiar Territory: Updates Ahead Of Game 7 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - For the second time in just over two weeks 
the Carolina Hurricanes find themselves in a win or go home 
situation. 

The continuation of their run in the 2022 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs hangs in the balance of a Game 7 against the New 
York Rangers, set for Monday night at 8 p.m. 

Home Ice Advantage 

Much has been made of Carolina's inability to earn a win on 
the road since the beginning of May, but that matters none 
tomorrow. With the contest taking place at PNC Arena, a 
venue where the Canes haven't lost since April 14, the team 
is eager to have the crowd at their backs for an eighth time 
this postseason. 

"We love playing in front of this crowd. I mean, it's really 
loud. It's the loudest we've played in," Tony DeAngelo 
offered when speaking with reporters Sunday morning. 
"Obviously it's much louder than what MSG was and what 
Boston was. It's a good energy boost for us. We have to feed 
off of it. [We'll be] trying to get the first goal, that will be 
important and getting the crowd into it early." 

While of course it boils down to just one game, the Canes 
are 25-4-3 in Raleigh since January 15, outscoring their 
opponents 102-57 in those contests. 

Playing in 25 of those affairs, no Carolina defenseman has 
more points than DeAngelo, publishing 20 points at PNC 
Arena during the stretch. Having played in his first Game 7 
during the Boston series, #77 is eager to put it all on the line 
once more. 

"It's do or die. It's fun, right? A lot of emotions go into it," 
DeAngelo continued. "You have jitters the day before and in 
the morning. Your season is on the line. It's a lot of fun. It 
takes a lot of character from the team to go out there and 
and play the right way and come out with a win like we did 
last time. So we'll just try and do the same thing." 

Sometimes Change Is Necessary 

Amid Saturday's 5-2 defeat Canes head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour shuffled two of his forward lines, notably 
separating one of the league's most consistent trios in Nino 
Niederreiter, Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast. 

With Niederreiter swapping roles to skate alongside Vincent 
Trocheck and Martin Necas, the move paid nearly immediate 
dividends, as Trocheck put back a rebound for Carolina's 
second goal of the night on one of the first shifts with #21. 

"Sometimes you just need to shake things up if something's 
not working," Trocheck offered of his thoughts on the 

situation. "We help try and configure some different lines and 
see if they'll work when you're down a couple goals on the 
road." 

While it may not have been the prettiest goal the Canes 
center has scored in his career, Trocheck continued on to 
say that that's how they'll have to try and create offense as 
they try and beat Hart & Vezina Trophy Candidate Igor 
Shesterkin for a final time. 

"[We have to get] traffic in front of him. Make sure we're 
getting second chances," #16 detailed. "He's given us the 
rebounds. There's been a lot. [We have to keep] getting in 
his eyes. Obviously if he sees it, he's going to stop it, so we 
have to try and get those second and third [chances]." 

Brind'Amour wasn't 100% committal when asked, but did say 
"more than likely" he'd be going back to the line 
combinations that have had success at home for his club. 
That means that we'd see Niederreiter back with Staal and 
Fast, as well as Andrei Svechnikov on the wing of Trocheck, 
opposite Necas. 

However, we did see a new lineup change for Carolina 
during Game 7 of the Boston series, with Steven Lorentz 
drawing in and Max Domi working with Trocheck and Necas, 
so anything is possible. The new development that has since 
changed the landscape of the lineup is Jordan Martinook 
returning from injury. 

Sticking With Rants 

When Rod Brind'Amour pulled Antti Raanta 3:24 into 
Saturday night's second period it was the first time since 
January 13 that he made a goaltending change mid-game 
that was not injury related. 

In fact, that January 13 contest against Columbus in which 
Jack LaFontaine entered for Frederik Andersen, making his 
NHL debut, was one of just two times during the regular 
season that Brind'Amour made such change with injury not 
playing a factor. 

"It wasn't all on him. He let in a couple he'd like to have back. 
It's all about getting him ready for Game 7, that's the 
mentality," Rod Brind'Amour elaborated. "Their goalie was 
pulled a couple times too last series. It's not always 
necessarily on the goalie." 

When asked about the television broadcast insinuating that 
Raanta was tired, Brind'Amour quickly rebutted saying that 
that's not the case. 

"He's been great. It happens, right? I'm sure he'd like to have 
one of the goals back, but there were some breakdowns 
too," DeAngelo provided in defense of his netminder. 
"They're still Grade A-chances. He's been really great for us 
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and we have a ton of confidence in him, so I'm sure he'll 
bounce back tomorrow." 

 

Hurricanes, Rangers each bring confidence, promising history into Game 7 

By Amalie Benjamin  

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Recent history would say one thing: The 
Carolina Hurricanes are going to win Game 7 of the Eastern 
Conference Second Round. 

But it's not that easy. And it's not that simple.  

The Hurricanes do come into Game 7 against the New York 
Rangers with home-ice advantage, playing at PNC Arena on 
Monday (8 p.m. ET; ESPN, SN, TVAS), and it's an 
advantage that has been insurmountable for opponents in 
the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

Still, this will be a Game 7, with the Eastern Conference Final 
on the line. And Game 7s can mean anything. 

"We feel like we have a recipe for success, but they probably 
do too," Rangers forward Andrew Copp said Sunday. "It's 
one of those where both teams feel confident. It's just going 
to be a matter of who can play the closest to a perfect game 
tomorrow." 

The Hurricanes come into Game 7 with a 7-0 record at home 
in these playoffs. They are 3-0 in Game 7s at home in their 
history, and the Rangers are 2-5 in them on the road. 
Carolina has won six consecutive Game 7s, starting back 
when coach Rod Brind'Amour was still playing and scored 
the series-clinching goal against the Buffalo Sabres in the 
2006 conference final. The Hurricanes went on to win the 
Stanley Cup. 

If they win Monday, they would become the first to win seven 
consecutive Game 7s. 

"I think there's confidence just in general," Brind'Amour said. 
"We know if we play our game we're going to have a good 
chance. We're always focusing on the next and we've got 
another day, so it's a good opportunity." 

Of course, the Rangers are 7-1 in their past eight Game 
7s.So, again, not so easy. Not so simple. 

"A lot of professional people look at it and say Carolina might 
have the edge there," New York coach Gerard Gallant said. 
"A lot of people said that. But me as a coach and our 
players, we don't believe that. We just believe if we play our 
best game, we'll win." 

The Rangers are also 4-0 when facing elimination in these 
playoffs, winning yet again with their season on the line 
Saturday at Madison Square Garden, 5-2. They have one of 
the best goalies in the NHL in Igor Shesterkin, who has a 
.925 save percentage in those four elimination games and is 

a finalist for both the Hart Trophy as the most valuable player 
in the regular season and the Vezina Trophy as the best 
goalie. If Shesterkin is on, that too is hard to overcome.  

"He's been unreal," Gallant said. "Obviously he's up for the 
most valuable player award and the Vezina award. He's 
been that great for us all year long. We rely on him. He 
makes big saves for us at key times and gives us a chance 
to win every game we play, no matter who we're playing." 

The Hurricanes do have a blueprint for how to attack the 
Rangers in Game 7 because it's exactly the way they played 
in Game 5, a dominating, suffocating brand of hockey that 
held New York to 17 shots.  

"If you could play like that every night, you would," 
Brind'Amour said. "Both teams are trying to get to that type 
of game, their game. Obviously if we can do that, it increases 
our chances to win." 

They might be able to. They might not. Anything goes when 
it comes to a Game 7, a chance for a date with the well-
rested Tampa Bay Lightning in the conference final. The 
losing team? Well, it heads home to wait for next season.  

"The season's on the line, right?" Hurricanes defenseman 
Tony DeAngelo said. "It's a lot of fun. It takes a lot of 
character from the team to go out there and play the right 
way and come out with a win like we did last time. So we've 
just got to try to do the same thing we did a series ago." 

Both teams are brimming with confidence, with belief in 
themselves and what they can do, no matter what the past 
has looked like, no matter what the results have been (over 
and over) at PNC Arena.  

Both teams believe they'll be playing on Wednesday when 
the conference final commences. Only one team will be 
right.  

"We know how good of a team we have," Rangers forward 
Frank Vatrano said. "We know how important tomorrow's 
game is. Like 'Copper' said, whoever is going to play the 
perfect game and make less mistakes is going to win. Being 
the underdog or being the favorite, for us, whatever's said 
outside the room doesn't matter.  

"For us, it's knowing how good we are and knowing the 
confidence we have in one another and knowing that we're 
going to do the job. You can't look at the past games we've 
played in this rink. You've just got to look at the one 
tomorrow."
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Hurricanes, Rangers face Game 7 for trip to conference final 

By Aaron Beard 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — The Carolina Hurricanes have the 
home-ice advantage with the flawless record when playing in 
front of their rowdy home crowd. The New York Rangers 
have the resilience proven with a perfect mark in elimination 
games. 

They’re both leaning on those experiences in another Game 
7 on Monday night, the second winner-take-all matchup for 
each in these Stanley Cup playoffs. The winner goes to the 
Eastern Conference finals to face two-time reigning Cup 
champion Tampa Bay. 

“We feel like we have a recipe for success, but they probably 
do, too,” Rangers forward Andrew Copp said Sunday, 
adding: “It’s just going to be a matter of who can play the 
closest to a perfect game tomorrow.” 

The Hurricanes edged the Rangers for the Metropolitan 
Division title in a race that came down to the final week of the 
regular season. That, along with posting the NHL’s third-best 
record, secured a second round of home-ice advantage at 
PNC Arena — where they are 7-0 in the longest streak by 
any team to start a postseason since 2014. 

That proved vital in surviving a first-round series against a 
Boston team that had twice knocked the Canes out of the 
playoffs in the past three seasons, with Carolina winning a 
home Game 7 after losing all three road games. 

The Hurricanes are back in that position, holding serve at 
home but losing all three road games against the Rangers.  

“I think we’re dwelling on this home and away thing a little bit 
too much,” Carolina center Vincent Trocheck said. “I mean, 
it’s a hockey game. When you get out on the ice, you’re not 
really focused on whether you’re going to go back to your 
own bed after the game or if you’re going to go to a hotel.” 

Carolina can improve to 7-0 in Game 7s since the former 
Hartford Whalers relocated to North Carolina in 1997. 

The Rangers aren’t fazed by the challenge, even while 
they’ve managed just one win in six road playoff games. New 
York clawed back from a 3-1 first-round series deficit against 
Pittsburgh, including a Game 6 road win, and advanced with 
a Game 7 home win. 

The Rangers have rallied from an 0-2 deficit in this one and 
forced Game 7 after winning their fourth straight elimination 
game this postseason with Saturday night’s Game 6. 

“I just think from Day One we talked about getting up when 
you’re down,” Rangers coach Gerard Gallant said. “We’ve 
worked hard. ... We’re a young team, we have a lot of fun 
and they believe in themselves.” 

The Rangers led nearly all of Game 1 in Raleigh before 
falling in overtime. They never led in the next two games in 
Carolina, with the Hurricanes controlling play and holding the 
Rangers to 17 shots — matching a season low — in 
Thursday’s Game 5 as Gallant said his team “looked tired” 
and wasn’t “competitive enough.” 

But the Rangers bounced back at Madison Square Garden, 
scoring a power-play goal for the fourth straight game 
against the league’s best regular-season penalty kill. Center 
Mika Zibanejad also scored a goal for the fourth straight 
game — the longest postseason streak by a Rangers player 
since 2007 — while Igor Shesterkin was again strong in net. 

Those are areas of concern for Carolina entering Game 7. 
The Hurricanes managed a power-play goal in Game 5 but 
otherwise are 10 for 94 (10.6%) in 30 games dating to last 
March. 

In addition, Antti Raanta, working as the starter with No. 1 
goaltender Frederik Andersen sidelined, had his first true 
stumble of the playoffs by giving up three goals before being 
yanked in the second period. 

“Listen, it wasn’t all on him,” Carolina coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “He let in a couple he’d like to have back. 
It’s just getting him ready for Game 7. That’s kind of the 
mentality.” 

The Rangers are in their first road Game 7 since beating 
Pittsburgh in the second round of the 2014 playoffs, and 
they’re trying to reach the Eastern Conference finals for the 
first time since 2015. 

The Hurricanes are trying to return to the Eastern finals for 
the second time in four seasons. They made an unexpected 
run there in 2019 in Brind’Amour’s first season as coach after 
a nine-year playoff drought. 

“You do need to enjoy these moments because this is pretty 
cool,” said Brind’Amour, who admits getting more nervous as 
a coach than his playing days. “It’s pretty special to have an 
opportunity like this. 
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Carolina and New York face off in game 7 of the second round 

New York Rangers (52-24-6, second in the Metropolitan 
Division) vs. Carolina Hurricanes (54-20-8, first in the 
Metropolitan Division) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Monday, 8 p.m. EDT 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -150, Rangers 
+128; over/under is 5.5 

NHL PLAYOFFS SECOND ROUND: Series tied 3-3 

BOTTOM LINE: The New York Rangers visit the Carolina 
Hurricanes in game seven of the second round of the NHL 
Playoffs. The teams meet Saturday for the sixth time this 
season. The Rangers won 5-2 in the last meeting. Filip Chytil 
led the Rangers with two goals. 

Carolina has gone 54-20-8 overall with a 13-8-1 record 
against the Metropolitan Division. The Hurricanes have a 
+77 scoring differential, with 277 total goals scored and 200 
conceded. 

New York has a 14-8-1 record in Metropolitan Division 
games and a 52-24-6 record overall. The Rangers have 
gone 19-6-2 in games their opponents serve more penalty 
minutes. 

TOP PERFORMERS: 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 5-5-0, averaging 2.3 goals, 
4.1 assists, 4.2 penalties and 10.1 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game. 

Rangers: 6-3-1, averaging three goals, 4.9 assists, 3.8 
penalties and 8.1 penalty minutes while giving up 2.6 goals 
per game. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Jordan Martinook: out (lower-body), 
Frederik Andersen: out (lower body), Jake Gardiner: out 
(hip/back). 

Rangers: Barclay Goodrow: out (lower body), Sammy Blais: 
out for season (lower body). 
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2022 Stanley Cup playoffs: X factors, predictions for New York Rangers-Carolina 
Hurricanes 

By Kristen Shilton and Greg Wyshynski 

The first round of the 2022 Stanley Cup playoffs gifted 
hockey fans with five Game 7s -- a thrilling conclusion to the 
initial set of matchups. Of the four second-round series, there 
will be only one Game 7, and we're here to make sure you're 
ready for it. 

The Carolina Hurricanes are hosting the New York Rangers 
(8 p.m. ET Monday, ESPN), and the home team has won 
each game in this series. (In fact, the home team has won 
every game in which the Hurricanes have played this 
postseason, which has set an NHL record.) 

Will the trend continue? Or will the Rangers steal one in 
Raleigh? The winner will move on to face the Tampa Bay 
Lightning in the Eastern Conference finals. Here's what you 
need to know: 

New York Rangers at Carolina Hurricanes 

8 p.m. ET (ESPN) | Watch live on ESPN 

Line: CAR -150 | Over/under: 5.5 

Leading scorers: 
Rangers: C Mika Zibanejad (7 G | 9 A); D Adam Fox (4 G | 
12 A) 
Hurricanes: LW Teuvo Teravainen (4 G | 7 A) 

Path to victory for the Rangers 

The games in Raleigh haven't exactly been blowouts. Heck, 
the Rangers had Game 1 in their hands, before the 
Hurricanes found their game in the third period, tied the 
score with less than three minutes remaining and won it in 
overtime. Game 2 was lopsided in the flow of play, but 
essentially a one-bounce game on the scoreboard. Ditto for 
Game 5, as Carolina had only a one-goal lead deep in the 
third period. 

The Rangers have to create more quality 5-on-5 chances 
against this defense; Carolina has had the high-danger 
scoring chances advantage in all three home games. Do that 
and get a bounce or two and they can win Game 7. 
Especially if Igor Shesterkin continues his quietly great road 
efforts in this series: .955 save percentage, 1.16 goals 
against average, 3.26 goals saved above replacement. And 
if he wants to contribute two more assists to the Rangers' 
offense, all the better. -- Wyshynski 

Path to victory for the Hurricanes 

If the previous 13 games are any indication, the path to 
victory is the road through Raleigh. While they're now 0-6 on 
the road, the Hurricanes are 7-0 at home with a plus-17 goal 
differential, 3.57 goals per game and a 1.14 goals against 

average. They're just a different team at home, in every facet 
of the game. 

The penalty kill that couldn't stop the Rangers at Madison 
Square Garden has an 89.5% effectiveness in Raleigh. The 
power play that couldn't get a critical goal in Game 6 has a 
4.2% conversion rate on the road and a 19.2% conversion 
rate at home. The Hurricanes control the game for stretches 
at home; have better defensive support in front of their 
goaltending, which has been noticeably stronger at home; 
and exhibit a physicality that they lack on the road -- all in 
front of rowdy fans who know they're part of that home-ice 
advantage. 

"We hope it's a factor. Obviously, it's been good to us. So 
we're counting on it again, for sure," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. -- Wyshynski 

Shilton's X factor: The Rangers' "Kid Line" was reunited to 
great success at home in Game 6. If the Rangers are going 
to advance, they will need to be a dominant force again in 
Game 7. New York has scored two total goals in three away 
games during this series. Filip Chytil tallied a pair in the 
Game 6 victory while reunited on a line with Alexis Lafreniere 
and Kaapo Kakko after not lighting the lamp since Game 1. 
It's a real shot in the arm to the Rangers' confidence at a 
critical moment of the playoffs to see that line vibing again. 

Given the roller coaster those three players have been on in 
this series -- along with the rest of New York's offense -- 
stringing together two strong performances that could 
potentially play a pivotal role in lifting the Rangers into the 
Eastern Conference finals would be massive. 

Wyshynski's X factor: Carolina's special teams. 

The key to the Hurricanes' penalty kill is to not have to use it. 
Carolina won the first two games in Raleigh with the Rangers 
having gone 0-for-5 with the man advantage. Since then, the 
Rangers are 5-for-16, scoring at least one power-play goal in 
every contest since Game 2. Even though they converted a 
short-handed goal in Game 5, the Hurricanes absolutely 
must stay disciplined. 

If the Rangers take a penalty, then Carolina's power play 
becomes the ultimate X factor. The Rangers have killed off 
13 of 14 power plays in this series. The one they didn't was a 
critical goal in Game 5, giving Carolina a second-period lead. 
Getting anything from the power play in Game 7 could be a 
tipping point for the Canes. 

Final score predictions: 

Shilton: Rangers, 3-2 
Wyshynski: Hurricanes, 2-1 
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The Wraparound: Rangers, Hurricanes boast incredible Game 7 records 

By James O'Brien  

• While the Lightning keep resting up, they’ll find out their 
opponent as the Hurricanes and Rangers clash in Game 7 
on Monday. 

• Fans get treated to a playoff clash of superstars out West. 
Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl, and the Oilers will face 
Nathan MacKinnon, Cale Makar, and the Avalanche in the 
2022 Western Conference Final. 

• Jason Spezza announced his retirement from the NHL on 
Sunday. He’s joining the Maple Leafs front office. 

As exciting as a Game 7 can be (and as much as NHL 
coaches obsess about staying sharp over getting rested), 
most teams would admit it’s not a “best practice” to play too 
many do-or-die contests. That said, it’s startling just how 
proficient both the Rangers and Hurricanes have been in 
Game 7 situations. 

During their past eight Game 7 matchups, the Rangers have 
won seven and lost once. The Hurricanes, meanwhile, have 
been perfect since relocating from Hartford. If they prevail 
over the Rangers on Monday, the Hurricanes would become 
the first team in NHL history to win seven consecutive Game 
7 contests. 

Ultimately, something has to give in Game 7 on Monday (8 
p.m. ET). 

Let’s take a stroll down memory lane and recall the many 
Game 7 high points for the Hurricanes and Rangers. 

Hurricanes: a perfect 6-0 in Game 7s since relocating 

2006 Stanley Cup run powered by Game 7 wins 

Some of Rod Brind’Amour’s best moments as a player took 
place as the Hurricanes shockingly won a Stanley Cup in the 
batty 2005-06 season. 

As far as Game 7s go, the Hurricanes first beat the Sabres 
4-2 at home in the 2006 Eastern Conference Final. 

Buffalo Sabres fans likely attach a lot of angst — though a 
different flavor of angst than recent feelings related to futility 
— to this one. A banged-up Buffalo blueline eventually caved 
in, with Jay McKee’s puck over the glass burned into many 
memories. 

A couple weeks later, the Hurricanes won the Stanley Cup 
by overcoming Chris Pronger and an even-more-unlikely 
Oilers finalist in a Game 7. 

‘Shock at the Rock’ and other past Hurricanes Game 7 
triumphs 

On April 28, 2009, it looked like the Devils would hold on for 
a home Game 7 win against the Hurricanes. (Or, at least, the 
game would go into overtime). 

Instead, Jussi Jokinen and Eric Staal stunned Brodeur and 
the Devils with two late goals, producing “The Shock at the 
Rock.” 

If you want a very deep dive on “The Shock at the Rock,” 
check out this 2020 breakdown from Ford Hatchett of Canes 
Country. 

During that same 2009 run, the Hurricanes beat the Bruins in 
overtime in Boston. Let’s just say Scott Walker was a touch 
excited. It’s the sort of moment that lingers for certain Bruins 
fans. 

Modern era, plus a note about the past 

The Hurricanes wouldn’t play another Game 7 for about a 
decade. 

On April 24, 2019, Rod Brind’Amour won his first playoff 
series as Hurricanes head coach when Brock McGinn scored 
off of a Justin Williams deflection against the Capitals in 
double overtime. You can see that goal around the three-
minute mark: 

The sixth Hurricanes Game 7 win should be fresh in most 
memories. With two Max Domi goals, the Hurricanes 
controlled Game 7 against the Bruins in the First Round. 

So, that covers the Hurricanes’ history in such “win or go 
home” situations. It’s worth noting that, while they’re 6-0 in 
Game 7s as the Carolina Hurricanes, the franchise lost all 
three Game 7 contests as the Hartford Whalers. 

Harsh. 

Rangers’ iconic 1994 Stanley Cup win featured Game 7 
triumphs 

Naturally, the New York Rangers boast a longer Game 7 
history, including losing their first four such contests in 1939, 
1950, 1971, and 1974. 

However, the Rangers’ more recent Game 7 history is rich 
with success. 

Some of the most iconic moments from the Rangers’ curse-
killing 1994 Stanley Cup run came in Game 7 situations. 
MSG Network put together a nice little documentary of 
Stephane Matteau’s memorable Game 7 heroics for the 
Rangers over the Devils. 
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(Fans in the tri-state area will either want you to know that 
the Rangers also beat the Devils in a 1992 Game 7, or really 
not want to broach the subject, in general.) 

Then, Mark Messier, Brian Leetch and the Rangers beat the 
Canucks in Game 7 of the 1994 Stanley Cup Final: 

Plenty of recent successes 

While the Rangers haven’t won a Stanley Cup since then 
that remarkable streak-breaking run, they’ve won a lot of 
Game 7 matchups nonetheless. 

Over the last decade, the Rangers won two Game 7 matches 
against the Penguins and Capitals; in each case, one win 
came at Madison Square Garden, while the other happened 
on the road. 

The vast majority of those contests have happened at 
Madison Square Garden. 

That includes the Rangers completing their First Round 
comeback against the Penguins in Game 7 this postseason. 
There were plenty of dramatics in that one, as the Rangers 
needed to rally to win in overtime. 

Will the Hurricanes strange home/road dichotomy continue in 
Game 7, or will the Rangers remain scrappy while facing 
elimination? 

For what it’s worth, the NHL notes that home teams are 111-
78 all-time in Game 7s (58.7%). Normally, you’d say that 
Carolina hopes history repeats itself. Considering the 
success of both franchises in these situations, it may be 
important to ask: “Whose history?” 

2022 NHL playoff schedule: Eastern Conference Final 

CAROLINA HURRICANES/NEW YORK RANGERS v. 
TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING 

Game 1 – June 1: Lightning at Hurricanes/Rangers, 8 p.m. 
ET (ESPN, SN, CBC, TVAS) 
Game 2 – June 3: Lightning at Hurricanes/Rangers, 8 p.m. 
ET (ESPN, SN, CBC, TVAS) 
Game 3 – June 5: Hurricanes/Rangers at Lightning, 3 p.m. 
ET (ESPN, SN, CBC, TVAS) 
Game 4 – June 7: Hurricanes/Rangers at Lightning, 8 p.m. 
ET (ESPN, SN, CBC, TVAS) 
*Game 5 – June 9: Lightning at Hurricanes/Rangers, 8 p.m. 
ET (TBD) 
*Game 6 – June 11: Hurricanes/Rangers at Lightning, 8 p.m. 
ET (TBD) 
*Game 7 -June 14: Lightning at Hurricanes/Rangers, 8 p.m. 
ET (TBD) 

* If necessary 

2022 NHL playoff schedule: Western Conference Final 

EDMONTON OILERS v. COLORADO AVALANCHE 
Game 1 – May 31: Oilers at Avalanche, 8 p.m. ET (TNT, SN, 
CBC, TVAS) 
Game 2 – June 2: Oilers at Avalanche, 8 p.m. ET (TNT, SN, 
CBC, TVAS) 
Game 3 – June 4: Avalanche at Oilers, 8 p.m. ET (TNT, SN, 
CBC, TVAS) 
Game 4 – June 6: Avalanche at Oilers, 8 p.m. ET (TNT, SN, 
CBC, TVAS) 
*Game 5 – June 8: Oilers at Avalanche, TBD 
*Game 6 – June 10: Avalanche at Oilers, TBD 
*Game 7 – June 12: Oilers at Avalanche, TBD 

 

Rangers Beat Hurricanes to Force Game 7 

By Mike Stephens 

In a series dominated by home-ice advantage, the New York 
Rangers once again showed how crucial the friendly 
confines of one's home arena are by beating the Carolina 
Hurricanes at Madison Square Garden by a decisive 5-2 
score to force a Game 7.  

The home team has won every single game to this point in 
the series, with the Hurricanes themselves having never lost 
at home, and, as of now, never winning on the road.  

The Rangers came out swinging with their season on the 
line, pumping Canes' starter Antti Raanta for three goals on 
10 shots through the first 25 minutes to chase him from the 
game, with rookie Pytor Kochetkov taking over in relief.  

Filip Chytil led the way offensively for the Rangers with two 
goals of his own, while Mika Zbanejad, Tyler Motte, and 
Artemi Panarin padded the score, as well. In goal, Igor 

Shesterkin was his typically elite self, stopping 37 shots and 
continuing to look like the best netminder in the series.  

With the series now headed to a Game 7, all bets are off.  

The home team has emerged victorious in each game thus 
far, sure, but the randomness of a do-or-die situation 
ensures that anything can happen on Monday night, 
especially with the Rangers riding the momentum of 
extending their season and the Hurricanes motivated to not 
waste another chance at slamming the door on their 
opponent.  

Raanta faces a prime opportunity to redeem himself in the 
biggest game of his NHL career, while Shesterkin can 
cement his status as the best goaltender in the game by 
dragging his team to the Conference Final.  

The storylines and drama are abundant. You won't want to 
miss it.  
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About Last Night: Déjà vu, all over again 

By Alec Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes are making history this postseason, 
folks.  

The Canes are the first team in NHL history to lose their first 
six road games of a single postseason, as they fell 5-2 
Saturday night in Madison Square Garden as the Rangers 
forced a winner-take-all game seven back in Raleigh.  

It was a pretty familiar night for the Canes, as special teams 
struggled on the road as Carolina got off to a pretty rough 
start and couldn’t claw its way fully back into things.  

About last night: 

Let’s talk about the penalty kill 

The Canes posted one of the greatest penalty kills in NHL 
history during the regular season, pacing the league with a 
monstrous 88 percent kill rate. The PK dominated the year 
from start to finish and was the single greatest strength of the 
Hurricanes’ Metro-winning season. 

But now in the playoffs, Carolina’s penalty kill is kind of 
letting it down.  

The Rangers are now 5 for 18 on the power play this series 
after a 2 for 5 night on Saturday, as the Canes’ second-
round kill rate is an abysmal 72%. During the postseason as 
a whole, the Canes are at just 77%.  

The Hurricanes kill hasn’t been very good, and it’s proven 
fairly costly in the road losses this postseason. On Saturday, 
the Rangers scored twice on the power play as part of the 
dismantling of the Canes.  

It was Carolina’s third game this postseason in which it has 
allowed two power-play goals. For context, the Canes had 

just six games during the 82-game regular season in which 
they allowed two or more power play goals.  

Antti Raanta’s rough night 

For really the first time this postseason, Antti Raanta wasn’t 
good Saturday night.  

Raanta made just 10 saves while allowing three goals in 
23:14 of action, as he got pulled in favor of Pyotr Kochetkov 
just a few minutes into the second period after allowing his 
third goal of the night.  

And even worse, the goals Raanta allowed were pretty soft.  

But the Canes aren’t worried, and they really shouldn’t be. 
Raanta has been absolutely dynamite this postseason, and 
there’s no need to panic because of one bad game.  

“We’re not worried about Raanta,” said Jordan Staal. “He’ll 
be ready to go.” 

As for a potential change in net for the Canes in game 
seven, Rod Brind’Amour isn’t switching anything.  

“Give me a day to figure it out, but yes, he’ll be starting,” 
Brind’Amour said.  

Other Notes 

 It’s time for game seven, again. The great news for 
the Hurricanes is that it’ll be at home, and they also 
don’t have a history of losing in game seven. 
Including the game seven win over the Bruins in the 
first round, the Canes have won six straight game 
sevens.  

 The Canes have to stop taking stupid penalties. 
Some of their infractions Saturday were forgivable, 
but others were just flat-out dumb.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carolina Hurricanes vs New York Rangers: Game 7 Preview and Storm Advisory 
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By Cody Hagan  

New York Rangers (3-3) vs Carolina Hurricanes (3-3) 

Stanley Cup Playoffs Round 2, Game 7 (Series Tied 3-3) 

Monday, May 30, 2022 - 8:00 p.m. ET 

PNC Arena - Raleigh, NC 

Watch: ESPN 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan 

Once again it is do or die for the Carolina Hurricanes as they 
face their second game-seven this postseason. After 
dispatching the Boston Bruins at home in game seven just 
over two weeks ago, the Canes are faced with the same 
challenge but this time against the New York Rangers.  

In a cynical version of deja vu, the Hurricanes have lost 
every game on the road in both of their playoff rounds so far 
setting up a second game-seven at PNC Arena this year. 
Things feel similar yet vastly different than in the first round 
as Carolina has a ton of confidence at home. However, this 
go round they have less confidence in their own goaltender 
Antti Raanta after he was pulled in game six and even less 
confidence in their ability to beat the opposing goaltender 
Igor Shesterkin as they have yet to score more than three 
goals in any game this series.  

Can the Hurricanes find magic inside the Loudest House in 
the NHL once more or will their playoff struggles finally be 
too much to overcome? We will find out tonight at 8pm.  

Game Notes 

 The biggest stat to look at is the fact that the 
Carolina Hurricanes have never lost a game seven. 
They are 6-0 since moving to North Carolina 
including 3-0 during the Rod Brind’Amour era.  

 The Rangers won a game seven in the first round 
as well when they knocked out the Pittsburgh 
Penguins 4-3 in overtime. One key difference, that 

game was in Madison Square Garden not on the 
road. New York is also 7-1 in their last eight game 
7s. 

 Rod Brind’Amour stated after game six that Antti 
Raanta would be back in net for Game 7 and 
Raanta has earned it with his play at home.  

 Sebastian Aho sits two goals shy of tying Eric Staal 
for the all-time lead in franchise playoff goals. For 
someone who was extremely upset with how last 
season ended, be on the lookout for Aho to tie 
and/or pass Staal tonight.  

 The Rangers have scored a powerplay goal in four-
consecutive games while Carolina has just one 
powerplay goal all series.  

Storm Advisory 

 A key fact heading in to tonight’s matchup:  

 Longtime Canes color analyst Tripp Tracy broke his 
silence before Game Six in support of the team. 
While the team wasn’t able to get it done in New 
York, the Canes will be trying to Dig In tonight:  

 Hurricanes, Rangers each bring confidence, 
promising history into Game 7. [NHL] 

 ‘Strange, but true’: 20 years later, ‘BBC’ line stars 
reminisce on improbable Canes run to finals. 
[WRAL] 

 Jason Spezza announces retirement after 19 NHL 
seasons, will join Toronto Maple Leafs’ front office. 
[ESPN] 

 Brad Marchand will miss the start of next season 
after undergoing hip surgery this week. [NHL] 

 Barry Trotz is in no hurry to join a new team. 
[Sportsnet] 
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Wolves and Stockton start Friday 

The Chicago Wolves will face the Pacific Division champion 
Stockton Heat in the Western Conference Finals of the 2022 
Calder Cup Playoffs. The best-of-7 series begins Friday, 
June 3, at Allstate Arena. 

The Wolves own home-ice advantage after producing the 
American Hockey League’s best regular-season record — 
climbing over Stockton in the standings on the regular 
season’s final day — while setting the franchise’s single-
season mark for highest points percentage (.724). In addition 
to Game 1, the Wolves are assured of hosting Game 2 on 
Monday, June 6, and two more, if necessary, as they pursue 
the organization’s fifth league championship. 

The official schedule for the Western Conference Finals: 

 DATE VENUE TIME TICKETS 

Game 
1 

Friday, June 3 
Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. Game 1 

Game 
2 

Monday, June 
6 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. Game 2 

Game 
3 

Wednesday, 
June 8 

Stockton 
Arena 

8:30 
p.m. 

 

Game 
4 

Friday, June 
10 

Stockton 
Arena 

9 p.m.  

Game 
5* 

Saturday, 
June 11 

Stockton 
Arena 

8 p.m.  

Game 
6* 

Tuesday, June 
14 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. 
Game 6 (if 
necessary) 

Game 
7* 

Wednesday, 
June 15 

Allstate 
Arena 

7 p.m. 
Game 7 (if 
necessary) 

The Wolves and the Stockton Heat finished with the top two 
records during the 2021-22 regular season and claimed half 
of the spots on the AHL’s First All-Star Team (Wolves center 
Andrew Poturalski, Wolves right wing Stefan Noesen and 
Heat goaltender Dustin Wolf). While the Wolves outscored 
Rockford and Milwaukee 35-13 to reach the Western 
Conference Finals, the Heat outscored the Bakersfield 
Condors and Colorado Eagles by a combined score of 24-13 
to claim the Pacific Division Finals and advance to their first 
conference finals since moving to Stockton in 2015. 

The Wolves and Stockton, an affiliate of the NHL’s Calgary 
Flames, have never met on the ice. However, the Wolves 
played frequently against Stockton’s forerunners when they 
were known as the Adirondack Flames (2014-15), 
Abbotsford Heat (2009-14), Quad City Flames (2007-09) and 
Omaha Ak-Sar-Ben Knights (2005-07). Chicago holds a 
collective 40-19-3-4 record (.659) against Calgary’s AHL 
representatives. 

The winner of the Chicago-Stockton series will meet the 
winner of the best-of-7 Eastern Conference Finals in the 
Calder Cup Finals. The Atlantic Division champion 
Springfield Thunderbirds and North Division champion Laval 
Rocket will open their series on Saturday, June 4. 

To purchase tickets and to find the latest information on the 
Calder Cup Playoffs, visit ChicagoWolves.com/Playoffs or 
contact a team representative at 
WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com. Individual tickets for all 
playoff games also can be purchased by visiting 
Ticketmaster.com, calling Ticketmaster at 800-745-3000, or 
visiting the Allstate Arena box office or any other 
Ticketmaster outlet. 

Every postseason game will be broadcast in HD on 
AHLTV.com. To set up an all-access package — either for 
one day or for every Calder Cup Playoffs contest — visit 
www.AHLTV.com. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article261914450.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article261919370.html 
https://theathletic.com/3338731/2022/05/29/hurricanes-game-7-questions/ 

https://theathletic.com/3339298/2022/05/30/rangers-hurricanes-bets-odds-picks-game-7/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/familiar-territory-updates-ahead-of-game-7/c-334376336 
https://www.nhl.com/news/hurricanes-rangers-set-for-game-7-of-second-round/c-334379256 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-filip-chytil-new-york-carolina-hurricanes-efcd8f53dd6b4175979eacc18a960ba7 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-new-york-carolina-hurricanes-hockey-844099dada42ecebbfbff1f59848448d 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/34005211/2022-stanley-cup-playoffs-x-factors-predictions-new-york-rangers-carolina-hurricanes 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2022/05/30/the-wraparound-rangers-hurricanes-boast-incredible-game-7-records/ 

https://thehockeynews.com/news/rangers-beat-hurricanes-to-force-game-7 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/29/23146033/about-last-night-deja-vu-all-over-again 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/5/30/23147064/carolina-hurricanes-vs-new-york-rangers-game-7-preview-and-storm-advisory-may-30-2022 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/05/29/wolves-and-stockton-start-friday/ 
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Hurricanes’ Jaccob Slavin points to Game 7 after disappointing finish 
against Rangers 

 

Chip Alexander  

 

Jaccob Slavin of the Carolina Hurricanes is a man who speaks with 
conviction and the defenseman did again Saturday, even as he averted 
his eyes as he spoke. 

It was soon after the Canes had been beaten 5-2 by the New York 
Rangers in Game 6 of their Stanley Cup playoff series at Madison 
Square Garden. Slavin had showered and was suited up, ready to jump 
on the team bus, fly back to Raleigh and put it behind him. 

“There’s no point in dwelling on this game when you’ve got a good 
opportunity in front of you in Game 7,” Slavin said in an interview outside 
the Carolina locker room. “Looking back at the Boston series, no one 
really talks about the fact we lost three on the road. You talk about the 
fact we won the series.” 

One sensed Slavin was particularly bothered by Saturday’s loss. He’s an 
alternate captain and a leader. He expects more of the team and himself. 
It also seemed as if a double-minor penalty for high-sticking that was 
called against him still galled him. 

Slavin caught the Rangers’ Chris Kreider in the mouth while trying to play 
the puck at 3:55 of the third period and New York leading 4-2. The 
officials conferred for a few minutes before making the call, and Canes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour said Slavin was as “adamant” as he has ever 
seen him about the decision. 

Artemi Panarin’s power-play goal pushed the Rangers lead to 5-2. 

Not that Slavin wanted to discuss the call at any length. 

“He said it wasn’t a normal follow-through,” Slavin said. “It is what it is. It 
kills the momentum we had. We were trying to make the comeback 
there. Take a bad penalty like that and it stops our momentum and we 
don’t have a chance to come back.” 

Slavin and the Canes wanted to end the series Saturday, begin turning 
their attention to the Tampa Bay Lightning in the Eastern Conference 
finals. Instead, it’s another Game 7, always so unpredictable. 

“Game 7 is a Game 7,” Slavin said. “It can go either way and it comes 
down to one game. 

“We have to play our game. We have to make sure we’re doing the 
things we’ve done successfully all year to make us a good team.” 

Carolina had a good road record. It had the best penalty-killing team in 
the league. It allowed the fewest goals in the league. 

Frederik Andersen played as well as any goaltender in the NHL for a long 
stretch of the regular season. Antti Raanta was a good complement in 
net, capable of taking over if Andersen faltered – or was injured. 

Slavin was the 2021 Lady Byng Trophy winner for his gentlemanly play 
and dedication to hockey and is a Lady Byng finalist again this year. He 
logged more minutes per game than anyone on the Canes and did it with 
a bare minimum of penalties, specially stick infractions. 

But the Canes haven’t been able to win on the road in the playoffs. Their 
penalty killing on the road has been spotty at best, and the Rangers 
scored twice on the power play Saturday. 

Andersen’s status is still in doubt because of injury and he has not played 
a game since mid-April. Now, Raanta is coming off a game in which he 
was pulled in the second period. 

And Slavin, the player who doesn’t take penalties, took a double minor 
for high-sticking. 

“He obviously wasn’t trying to high-stick anybody, we know that. He was 
going for the puck,” Brind’Amour said. “Tonight was one of those nights 
nothing was going our way. 
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“You turn the page. The good news is we don’t have to end on that. 
We’ve got another shot here.” 

This story was originally  

Published May 29, 2022 5:23 AM. 
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Hurricanes approach another Game 7 with 2 big questions hanging over 
them 

 

Sara Civian  

 

The Hurricanes were buzzing about Saturday night in Raleighwood two 
weeks ago before Round 1, Game 7 against the Bruins. Coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said at the time it was “a different feeling” than the team 
would have had in the past heading into a do-or-die game. “This time 
around, I felt like it was our time,” he said. 

They went on to win the game 3-2, with unlikely hero Max Domi scoring 
two, and you might have thought that would open the floodgates — that 
the Canes were ready to start plowing through postseason opponents the 
way they have in recent regular seasons. 

If so, you were wrong. 

Round 2 against the Rangers has been different — closer games, 
tougher bounces, less room for error against Hart finalist Igor Shesterkin 
— but the results have been exactly the same, with the Canes winning 
the first two at home, dropping the next two on the road and ultimately 
landing in another Game 7. 

There are plenty of questions ahead of this one. Two big ones stand out. 

First of all, what is the deal with home-ice advantage and the Hurricanes 
in these playoffs? 

We’re all bending over backward to figure out what, if anything, the 
Canes’ 7-0 home record and 0-6 away record means. Maybe it’s as 
simple as the fact that they have to play every other day and the travel 
that entails kind of stinks. Maybe it’s the way the bounces have unfolded, 
or the crowds, or maybe the Hurricanes are teaching us a lesson that if 
you play well in the regular season, you get home-ice advantage and that 
can actually matter. 

I’ve personally stopped trying to galaxy brain the home-and-away stuff. 
To me, these Round 2 games have been pretty even, and aside from 
Game 5, I think the issue is clear: The Canes’ best players need to score 
more if this team is going to contend for a Stanley Cup. 

The Hurricanes are the first team in NHL history to lose their first six road 
games in a single playoffs. This is an interesting stat, because of course 
it’s not good that the Canes have yet to win on the road. But they’ve 
made it this far despite this cryptic inability to win on the road. We might 
be harping so much on this narrative because it is so frustrating and 
bizarre. You’re telling me the stingy, confident team from Game 5 is the 
same team that allowed a bad start to break it in Game 6? 

“We’re talking a lot about it, but we’re home tomorrow. So that’s a good 
thing, right?” Tony DeAngelo said after Game 6. “That’s where I’ll leave it 
at. It’s one game, we’ve got home ice, we’ve got the best fans in the 
league — we’ll be ready to go. After the game, I don’t think we’ll be 
worried about if it was at home or on the road. We’re just looking to win 
the game.” 

Whatever the reason for it, the back-and-forth is making things rather 
difficult, especially knowing their potential Eastern Conference final 

opponents are vibing somewhere near a Tampa Bay pool after their 
Round 2 sweep. At least Round 2, Game 7 is at home? 

“We love playing in front of this crowd, it’s the loudest building we’ve 
played in,” DeAngelo said. “Obviously, it’s much louder than what MSG 
was, much louder than what Boston was. It’s a good energy boost for us, 
I think we’ve gotta feed off of it, try to get the first goal, try to get the 
crowd into it early.” 

It’s one thing to say you want to do that. It’s another to do it when 
Shesterkin is in net and you’re not getting big saves at your own end. 

Antti Raanta has been good-to-great every game this postseason except 
the last, when he allowed two soft goals and got pulled. 

That brings us to our second big question, one that’s been lingering in 
the background throughout the playoffs: What’s going on with Freddie 
Andersen? 

There’s been much speculation surrounding Andersen’s return. Some 
around the team thought he was going to bounce back from his left leg 
injury a bit quicker, but it hadn’t mattered much either way through 12 
postseason games, because Raanta was flourishing. Andersen returned 
to skating with the Canes ahead of Game 4 in New York last Monday, so 
that was a good sign. But Brind’Amour has confirmed Andersen will not 
return for Game 7 on Monday. Raanta will keep the net. 

“Well, we’d love to have had (Andersen),” Brind’Amour said Sunday. 
“That’s kind of why we got him, for these moments. But injuries happen. 
This time of year, it’s part of the game. Raants has been phenomenal. 
We’ve been fortunate that way. But every team deals with injuries and 
obviously we’re dealing with one.” 

Ahead of the Canes’ second Game 7 situation of the postseason, people 
are starting to wonder what the timetable on Andersen’s return is. He 
admitted last postseason that he played through an injury, and as a 
Ducks rookie in 2014 he left the second round with a lower-body injury 
sustained in Game 3. 

Is he still hurt, or are they getting him acclimated in net before they 
unleash him in a playoff game? 

“His movement is coming back,” Hurricanes GM Don Waddell told The 
Athletic. “But for a goalie doing the butterfly, it is a slow process.” 

Regardless, the Canes are sticking with Raanta and their usual lineup for 
the latest Game 7. There isn’t the same buzz to this one. There have 
been too many opportunities to close out games and series squandered 
at this point. 

But who are we to doubt the Hurricanes at PNC Arena? 
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Rangers vs. Hurricanes picks, odds: Expert predictions for Stanley Cup 
Playoffs Game 7 

 

The Athletic  

 

The goaltenders are fully in the spotlight for Monday’s Game 7 between 
the New York Rangers and Carolina Hurricanes. For the Blue Shirts, Igor 
Shesterkin continues to show why he’s a Vezina Trophy finalist and is 
likely to win the award. For Carolina, Antti Raanta struggled in Game 6 at 
Madison Square Garden and was pulled just minutes into the second 
period after giving up three goals on just 13 shots. 

Now, to advance to the Eastern Conference finals vs. the Tampa Bay 
Lightning, the goaltenders must perform. The Hurricanes are favored 
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according to the odds, but Shesterkin might have something to say about 
that. 

Carolina has had one of the most strange playoff runs in recent memory. 
The Hurricanes are undefeated at home (7-0) and winless on the road (0-
6). Will that trend continue on Monday night? 

What time is Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7? 

Time: Monday, 8 p.m. (ET) 

How to stream Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7 

Channels: ESPN, SN 

Apps: ESPN app, SN app 

What are the odds for Hurricanes at Rangers? 

Game 6: Rangers 5, Hurricanes 2 | Series tied 3-3 

Recap by Shayna Goldman 

Who was the guy? Filip Chytil gets a lot of credit for his two-goal game. 
But the star of this one was Igor Shesterkin. The Rangers netminder 
turned aside 37 of the 39 shots he faced and, according to Natural Stat 
Trick, saved 2.92 more goals than expected in all situations against 47 
unblocked shots from the Hurricanes. 

Though the Rangers finished the first period strong, Carolina pressured 
the rest of the way. At five-on-five, the Hurricanes generated the majority 
of the shots and won the quality battle with 65 percent of the expected 
goals share in the second, then 88.9 percent in the third. So even though 
New York mustered only 11.1 percent (!) of the expected goals share, it 
had the goaltending to keep the team in the game in the final period. 

Oh, and Shesterkin also tallied two assists and took a penalty. Just an 
eventful game for the goalie all around. 

What was the key? There were a few keys to this game, which is why 
this series is going the distance. 

The Rangers have won four games on the brink of elimination. The 
Hurricanes can’t win on the road, losing all six games away from PNC 
Arena (and winning every home game). Goal scorers from the Rangers 
came from every line. New York had the advantage in net to make up for 
its even-strength play in the second half. 

The moment of the game: DeAngelo, after the whistle blew midway 
through the third period, flipped the puck past Shesterkin. That’s basically 
a move straight out of a video game when you’re trying to annoy whoever 
you’re playing against. While it may have been an attempt to get under 
his opponent’s skin, it was also just undisciplined and led to an 
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. So instead of the Hurricanes getting a 
power play because Miller was called for tripping, play remained even. 

The Rangers know firsthand that DeAngelo can be effective when the 
offensive defender balances the disciplinary line. They also know how his 
game can get away from him when he can’t contain his emotions. The 
Hurricanes have learned that, too, including this postseason in Game 4 in 
Boston. Luckily for them, he rebounded the next tilt. That’s what the 
Hurricanes need in the series decider, otherwise he can quickly become 
a liability. 

Rangers Worry Meter:   … The Rangers stayed alive once more but 
have to find a way to win this series back in Raleigh. 

Hurricanes Worry Meter:    … Being the better team is only half of 
the battle when Shesterkin is in goal, and the Hurricanes still can’t win on 
the road. 

Rangers vs. Hurricanes expert picks and predictions for Game 7 
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Rangers Ready for Game 7 Against Hurricanes 

 

David Waldstein  

 

The home team has won each game in a second-round series that 
returns to Raleigh, N.C., on Monday with a berth in the Eastern 
Conference finals against the Lightning up for grabs. 

Rangers left winger Artemi Panarin after his third period goal against the 
Carolina Hurricanes. 

May 29, 2022 

In one of the last regular-season games of the year, the Carolina 
Hurricanes traveled to Madison Square Garden and beat the Rangers, 
securing the Metropolitan Division crown. 

That rare victory at the Garden — the Hurricanes have not won there 
since — created the opportunity for Carolina to host Game 7 of the 
teams’ second-round series on Monday night, and home ice could be the 
decisive factor in who advances to the Eastern Conference finals against 
the Tampa Bay Lightning. To date, home ice has been everything, where 
Carolina is concerned. 

“We hope it’s a factor,” Hurricanes Coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“Obviously, it’s been good for us, and we’re counting on it again, for 
sure.” 

Very few things in sports remain perfect over time. But to date, the 
Hurricanes have achieved perfection with a 7-0 home record in the 
playoffs. They are also perfectly horrible on the road, losing all six of 
those games. The home wins include four against the Boston Bruins in 
the first round and three against the Rangers. 

Every time Boston or New York won a key playoff game at their home 
arena and appeared to seize the momentum, the series shifted back to 
Raleigh, N.C., where the Hurricanes snatched it back. 

It happened twice with the Bruins, who won Game 4 at home, only to 
lose Game 5. Then they won Game 6 in Boston, only to go to Raleigh, 
where they lost Game 7. The pattern has held for the Rangers in their 
second-round series, too — at least, so far. 

Carolina became the first N.H.L. team to lose six road playoff games. At 
least they will not have to play another one at Madison Square Garden. 

Image 

But a notable contrast emerged in Saturday’s Game 6, which the 
Rangers won, 5-2, in front of a loud, supportive crowd at the Garden, and 
it could help the Rangers smash the Hurricanes’ home hex. 

Rangers goalie Igor Shesterkin provided another standout performance 
with 37 saves and two assists, on goals by Mika Zibanejad and Filip 
Chytil, as the Rangers extended their season at least one more game. 
Shesterkin became the fifth goaltender to record multiple assists in a 
playoff game and the first Ranger with three in one postseason (John 
Vanbiesbrouck had two in 1986 and three overall). 

“It’s always great to have a goalie whose next step is to start scoring 
goals,” Artemi Panarin, a Rangers forward from Russia, said through an 
interpreter. 

But Shesterkin’s real contribution is stopping pucks, which he did by 
walling off Sebastian Aho on an early breakaway, one of the critical 
moments of Game 6. Shesterkin has been bedrock for the Rangers, and 
a primary reason the team feels confident it can finally end Carolina’s 
home domination, in their very last chance to do so. 

“We have to play how we play at home,” Chytil said. “I don’t know what 
the difference for us is to play on the road. In the first series, we found a 
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way to win in Pittsburgh. I know they have the fans and the building they 
are used to. But we have to play hard and play our game and don’t focus 
on any other thing, just focus on the game and we can win the game.” 

But there is another side to that equation that would also seem to favor 
the Rangers. While Shesterkin has been utterly dependable dating back 
to the final three games against the Penguins, his Carolina counterpart, 
Antti Raanta, just hit a potential psychological snag. 

After Raanta allowed three goals less than 24 minutes into the game, 
including one or two that he could have saved, Brind’Amour sat him 
down in favor of Pyotr Kochetkov, the backup to the backup. 

Raanta has played beyond expectations since stepping in for Frederik 
Andersen, the Hurricanes’ lead goalie, who has been sidelined since 
April with an undisclosed lower-body injury. Raanta, a former Ranger, 
has spent most of his N.H.L. career as a backup, but he has played well 
in the playoffs, posting a 2.20 goals-against average, including 
Saturday’s loss. 

But Raanta’s last memory on the ice before he skates out for Game 7 
Monday will be a bad game in which his coach sat him down. Still, taking 
a goalie out can lift a team. It can save the goalie from exhaustion and 
from the confidence-draining experience of conceding more goals on an 
off night. 

Even Shesterkin was pulled in two games in Pittsburgh, and since then 
he has gone 4-0 in elimination games. 

Credit...Brad Penner/USA Today Sports, via Reuters 

Brind’Amour told reporters in Raleigh on Sunday that Raanta has been 
“phenomenal,” and gave every indication that the net would be his on 
Monday. 

“Listen, it wasn’t all on him,” Brind’Amour told reporters. “He let in a 
couple he’d like to have back. Just get him ready for a Game 7. That’s 
kind of the mentality. Their goalie got pulled a couple of times, too, in 
series. It happens. It’s not necessarily on the goalie. You’re just trying to 
change the momentum, and also, we have another game, so trying to get 
him ready for that one.” 

Brind’Amour dismissed the notion that Raanta entered uncomfortable 
territory by starting 12 playoff games this season (he had played in only 
five playoff games before this year, and did not start any of them). 

“He’s not tired,” Brind’Amour said. 

Even if true, the Rangers still have the goalie advantage, which can be 
decisive in the N.H.L. playoffs. They also possess some momentum 
going into Game 7, while the Hurricanes counter with that familiar, home-
ice infallibility. 

Whoever wins will get the Tampa Bay Lightning, who’ve won the last two 
Stanley Cups, in the next round. If it is the Rangers, then they will have 
home-ice advantage in the series. To get there, the Rangers must first 
discover that elusive key to winning in Carolina. 

As Panarin pointed out, it will take a combination of solutions to solve this 
confounding puzzle. 

“To be honest, if we had just one key, we probably would have won by 
now,” he said. 
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Barclay Goodrow gives Rangers 'extra jump' as teammates laud speedy 
return 

 

Ethan Sears 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — When the Rangers brought in Barclay Goodrow last 
summer, it was for his experience in games like Monday night’s.  

Goodrow, a two-time Cup winner with the Lightning, has been here 
before. He’s scored a series-winning overtime goal in Game 7 for the 
Sharks back in 2019. He’s been a part of a line, with Blake Coleman and 
Yanni Gourde, that helped drive the bus for Tampa Bay deep into the last 
two postseasons.  

After Goodrow suffered a suspected ankle fracture in Game 1 of the 
playoffs against Pittsburgh, it looked as though the Rangers would have 
to reap whatever benefit they could get from that experience while 
Goodrow sat in the press box. His re-emergence into the postseason on 
Saturday night in Game 6 against the Hurricanes caught just about 
everyone by surprise, including the other players on the roster.  

When Frank Vatrano and Andrew Copp arrived at Madison Square 
Garden for Game 6 around 5 p.m. Saturday, they saw Goodrow. Vatrano 
remarked that he might be playing.  

“Copper was like, ‘Eh,’ ” Vatrano said. “We get there, ‘What are you 
doing here?’ And he’s playing.  

“Doesn’t surprise me at all. A guy who’s won [Stanley] Cups. Knows what 
it takes to win. To see him come back from an injury like that so quick, 
what he brings to our team, it’s something you can’t replace. And to have 
him in our lineup gives us that extra jump, for sure.”  

Goodrow didn’t seem to lose a step in Game 6, playing 13:16 including 
some penalty-kill minutes, going an even 7-for-7 on faceoffs and 
recording a shot on goal.  

“He contributes all over the ice,” Copp said. “I think at five-on-five, he’s 
such a calming presence. Always makes the right plays, physical, huge 
on the penalty kill, wins faceoffs. Adds another physical element. So I 
think from a player’s perspective, he’s a leader. He plays a game that 
everyone can replicate to a degree. And he just does it as good as 
anyone I’ve ever seen.”  

Rangers coach Gerard Gallant said there’s “no chance” of Sammy Blais 
returning to play in Game 7.  

The Hurricanes will not have Frederik Andersen for Game 7, and Rod 
Brind’Amour is expected to stick with Antti Raanta as his starter in nets. 
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Rangers feel they have 'recipe for success' for Game 7 versus 
Hurricanes 

 

Mollie Walker  

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — The Rangers have rightfully been satisfied with a 
majority of their play in this second-round Stanley Cup playoff series 
against the Hurricanes. 

Aside from Game 5, in which head coach Gerard Gallant said his team 
looked tired in a 3-1 loss that put it on the brink of elimination for a fourth 
time this postseason, the Rangers — win or lose — were often able to 
point out positives and key takeaways to learn from in each contest 
leading up to this Game 7 showdown with the ’Canes on Monday night at 
PNC Arena. 

They’ve not only gone toe-to-toe with a Carolina team that is more 
accustomed to this grand playoff stage, but the Rangers have at times 
looked like the better team in a series so many think they have no 
business being in. 
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The better club will win this one, and the Rangers have maintained the 
belief that it could be them. 

“I think we have confidence going into [Monday night],” Andrew Copp 
said after the team had touched down in Raleigh. “[Gallant’s] been happy 
with probably five of the six. We feel like we have a recipe for success. 
But they probably do, too. So it’s one of those where both teams feel 
confident. It’s just gonna be a matter of who can play the closest to a 
perfect game.” 

Going down two games to none after a pair of games that had a score of 
1-0 until the final three minutes of regulation could’ve taken a toll 
mentally on the Rangers. But they responded with convincing wins at 
home in Games 3 and 4 to even the series. 

Up until they allowed two goals in Game 6 Saturday night at the Garden, 
the Rangers and goalie Igor Shesterkin had limited the Hurricanes to just 
a single goal in regulation in each contest (not counting Sebastian Aho’s 
empty-netter in Game 2). To accomplish that against one of the top-10 
offensive teams in the regular season is no small feat. 

Having a goaltender who’s a Vezina and Hart trophy finalist like Igor 
Shesterkin, however, can always be the difference for the Rangers. 

Should Shesterkin continue his heroics, the Rangers will have a chance 
to set up a date with the Lightning in the Eastern Conference final no 
matter what. The onus will be on the rest of the lineup to do its part. 

“He’s been unreal,” Gallant said of Shesterkin, who has a 2.74 goals-
against average and a .926 save percentage through his first real 13 
playoff games. “We rely on him. He makes key saves for us at big times 
and gives us a chance to win every game we play, no matter who we’re 
playing.” 

Frank Vatrano drove home the fact that the Rangers know how good of a 
team they have. From the legend-in-the-making in goal, the Norris 
Trophy-winning defenseman in Adam Fox on the back end and the 
plethora of dynamic forwards up front, the Rangers are built to finish off 
this series. 

They’ll have to deliver on that notion in order to get back to the 
conference final for the first time in seven years. They’ve played well 
enough to win before ultimately falling short twice already on the road in 
this series. But even if they compete hard Monday night, it won’t mean 
anything if the season is over. 

“Being an underdog or being the favorite, for us, whatever’s said outside 
the room doesn’t matter,” Vatrano said. “For us, it’s knowing how good 
we are. Knowing the confidence we have in one another. Knowing that 
we’re gonna do the job and you can’t look at the past games that we’ve 
played in this rink. You just gotta look at the one [Monday night].” 
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Rangers-Hurricanes Game 7 means someone will be remembered 
forever 

 

Mike Vaccaro 

 

Reggie Jackson was holding court in the bright Northern California 
sunshine, engaging a small cadre of newspaper and radio folks around 
the batting cage at Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum. It was Oct. 21, 
1973, and in a few hours Jackson’s Oakland A’s would host the Mets in 
Game 7 of the World Series. 

“Game 7, do or die,” Jackson said, smiling. “I don’t know who’s going to 
win. But I know this: Someone on one of these teams is going to do 

something that’ll be remembered forever — good or bad. That’s Game 
7.” 

As was Reggie’s wont, he would volunteer his own services for that duty, 
hitting a two-run home run and leaping onto home plate with both spikes 
for good measure, helping the A’s to a 5-2 win and a second-straight 
championship. It was good enough to earn him MVP of the Series even if 
he only hit .240 in it. 

That’s the magic of Game 7. That’s the wonder. That’s what the Rangers 
have before them Monday night at PNC Arena in Raleigh, N.C., when 
they’ll try to spoil the Hurricanes’ unblemished home playoff record, when 
they’ll hope to squeeze into the Eastern Conference finals — halfway to 
the Cup. 

And when Someone will do Something that’ll be remembered forever. 

“Nothing is better than a Game 7,” Walt Frazier said a few years ago, 
near the anniversary of one of the truly epic Game 7s ever. “But nothing 
is quite as terrifying, either.” 

Keep up with the most important sports news 

Sign up for Starting Lineup for the biggest stories. 

Clyde, of course, delivered the coup de grace of Game 7 performances, 
going for 36 points and 19 assists (plus seven rebounds and four steals) 
when the Knicks knocked off the Lakers in 1970 for the franchise’s first-
ever title. That truly has lasted forever in the minds and hearts of Knicks 
fans. 

And the fact that it was a Game 7 — all the money on the table, winner 
take all — makes it so. If he’d done that in Game 1? Or even in Game 6, 
in LA, wrapping the series up a game early? He’d still be the toast of the 
town, sure. Just not to the extent doing all of that in a Game 7 allows. 

Mark Messier delivered one of the most epic moments in Rangers history 
in 1994, first guaranteeing victory over the Devils in Game 6 of the 
Eastern finals, then securing that pledge with a natural hat trick. It 
remains one of the astonishing accomplishments in the whole history of 
New York sports. 

Still: When Rangers fans use shorthand to talk about those ’94 Cup 
champs, what do they say? 

“MATTEAU! MATTEAU!! MATTEAU!!!” 

It’s Game 7. It’s forever. Endy Chavez could have caught that ball 
against the Cardinals in the 2006 NLCS with his shoes in Game 3 and it 
wouldn’t have been as well remembered as the catch he did make in that 
Game 7. And similarly — proof that it isn’t always balloons and teddy 
bears — one of the truly great careers any Met everyday player has ever 
compiled — the one belonging to Carlos Beltran — is, in the eyes of 
many Mets fans, canceled out to large extent because he didn’t swing at 
that Adam Wainwright nose-to-knees curveball a few innings later. 

This is the 77th time a New York-area team will partake in a Game 7, a 
rich tapestry that dates to 1912 and the old New York baseball Giants 
(who, technically won a best-of-seven in Game 8, thanks to a tie) and the 
roster of unforgettable Images and instant heroes is deep and eternal. 

Johnny Podres and Aaron Boone, bookend unlikely heroes, had their 
Game 7 moments. For Yankees fans of a certain age, the footage of Yogi 
Berra slowly jogging away from the left-field wall after Bill Mazeroski’s 
blast remains a source of sporting trauma, as does Luis Gonzalez’s 
bleeder over the infield. Nets fans lamented for months that Kevin 
Durant’s shoes weren’t a half-size smaller when his jumper at the end of 
Game 7 last year was ruled a tying 2 instead of a winning 3. 

The Rangers are only here because Artemi Panarin scored in overtime 
15 days ago, securing a Game 7 win over Pittsburgh in the last round. 
They know Game 7. They’ve been to Game 7. They already survived 
Game 7. Do so again, get halfway to the Cup, we’ll get a sporting buzz 
brewing in this city we haven’t heard in way too long. 
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Rangers left wing Artemi Panarin (10) hugs left wing Chris Kreider after 
scoring the game-winning goal against the Penguins during overtime in 
Game 7. 

Rangers left wing Artemi Panarin (10) hugs Rangers left wing Chris 
Kreider after scoring the game-winning goal against the Penguins during 
overtime in Game 7. 

And bank on it: 

Someone will do something. And it will last forever. 
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Rangers have the fortitude, heart to win Game 7 

 

Larry Brooks  

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — There have been eight playoff series conducted 
through the hard-cap era introduced in 2005-06 in which the home team 
won each of the first six games. 

Only three of the home teams won Game 7. 

This is the umbrella of recent NHL history under which the Rangers will 
skate against the Hurricanes in Game 7 of the second round on Monday. 
This is where the Rangers are seeking to stare down elimination for the 
fifth time within 10 games. 

This is where the Rangers have the opportunity to make their mark 
nationally while reinforcing the hold they have taken on Back Page New 
York. This is where they can put an end to whining from the peanut 
gallery about Sidney Crosby and to the notion that they were the team 
that did not really belong in the final eight. 

The 2012 Black-and-Blueshirts needed 14 games to get through the first 
two rounds of the playoffs. That is what it is going to take for their linear 
descendants. Back then, being dragged through a pair of seven-gamers 
by lower seeds from Ottawa and Washington took too much of a toll on 
them. I have always believed that their inability to close out the Caps in 
five or six after leading the conference semis 2-1 and 3-2 cost those 
Rangers the Cup. 

The Rangers celebrate after defeating the Carolina Hurricanes 5-2 in 
Game 6 of the NHL Stanley Cup second-round playoff series at Madison 
Square Garden, Saturday, May 28, 2022. 

The Rangers celebrate after defeating the Hurricanes in Game 6. 

Jason Szenes/New York Post 

But a decade later, these extra games have become a bonus rather than 
a burden. Perhaps it is simply a function of the league’s inequitable 
bracket system that dictates the matchups, but on this date there are five 
teams that still have a chance to win the Stanley Cup. The Panthers are 
not among them, neither are the Maple Leafs, nor are the Flames. 

But the Rangers, untested in playoff ways only a matter of four weeks 
ago, are still standing. They are one victory away from a date with the 
mighty Lightning. One victory away from the final four. 

It kind of feels as if the Blueshirts will be playing with house money 
Monday even if it’s in the House of Horrors in which the ’Canes have 
gone 7-0 through this tournament. The future and all that. 
Organizationally, that may be true. But that does not hold for the players 
for whom next year is never guaranteed. 

Hence, there is as much at stake for the Rangers as for the home team 
that is competing in its eighth playoff round over the last four years. This 
band of Blueshirts will not be back next season. Up to one-third of the 

group could be gone. We know it and they know it. This team has one 
time only to win a championship. 

This is that time. 

Of course the Rangers’ identity flows from the crease, where Igor 
Shesterkin is at the top of his game and provides an inarguable and 
growing edge in the goaltending matchup with Antti Raanta. I like the 
Finnish netminder a lot. He has a great personality. And he’s a very good 
goalie. 

But the 33-year-old can beat himself up pretty good after tough nights. At 
least that’s how it was when he was Henrik Lundqvist’s backup for two 
years from 2015-17. And Game 6 was a tough night indeed for Raanta, 
who was given a Game 5 reprieve when Ryan Strome’s softie that got 
through him didn’t count because it came on an offside play. Still, it 
happened. So did multiple bad goals on Saturday. 

But if Raanta will be mentally challenged, so will the Rangers, whose 
fortitude and resilience represent two of the club’s greatest and most 
endearing assets. But those attributes were barely on display in the 
Games 2 and 5 defeats in Carolina in which Mika Zibanejad and Chris 
Kreider were taken to the woodshed by their direct matches in Jordan 
Staal and Jesper Fast with the rest of the band unable to pick up the 
slack. 

Rangers center Andrew Copp and left wing Chris Kreider react after left 
wing Artemi Panarin scored a goal during the third period of a Game 6 
win over the Carolina Hurricanes in NHL Stanley Cup second-round 
playoff series at Madison Square Garden, Saturday, May 28, 2022. 

Rangers center Andrew Copp and Chris Kreider react after Artemi 
Panarin’s goal. 

Jason Szenes/New York Post 

It is on the Rangers’ two senior players to fight their way through this. It is 
on Kreider to get through his estimable former teammate, win pucks and 
establish position in front. It is on Zibanejad, tied with Adam Fox for third 
in NHL playoff scoring with 16 points (7-9), to shake Staal. 

In 2000, Toronto’s Mats Sundin shriveled and disappeared when 
matched against the Devils’ Bobby Holik in the second round of the 
playoffs that concluded with that Game 6 at the Meadowlands in which 
the Maple Leafs were credited with a total of six shots. 

A year later, the big Swede responded emphatically, recording nine 
points in a seven-game defeat. This is that for Zibanejad, who represents 
the team’s offensive engine. 

The ’Canes have constructed a hockey fortress in Raleigh. But it is not 
impregnable. Game 7 will be about commitment. Game 7 will be about 
heart. The Rangers have plenty of both. 
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Barclay's Goodrow’s return pleasant surprise for Rangers 

 

Mollie Walker  

 

Filip Chytil didn’t even know that Barclay Goodrow was going to play 
Saturday night until he saw the utility forward getting ready in the locker 
room. 

Goodrow, who had missed 11 games with a suspected ankle fracture, 
returned to the lineup to help the Rangers stave off elimination for a 
fourth time this postseason with a 5-2 win over the Hurricanes in Game 6 
of their second-round playoff series at Madison Square Garden. 
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Goodrow, who hadn’t played since Game 1 of their first-round series 
against the Penguins, slotted into the middle of the Rangers’ fourth line, 
between Tyler Motte and Ryan Reaves. He finished with one shot on 
goal and one hit in 13:16 of ice time. 

“I was surprised, but I was very happy for him,” said Chytil, who scored 
twice in the victory, which sent the series to Game 7, in Raleigh, N.C., on 
Monday night. “I think he made a huge difference for us in this game. 
He’s a great player for our team. Of course, he helped us a lot and it’s 
great to see him back.” 

Rangers head coach Gerard Gallant revealed that Goodrow had 
resumed skating individually before the club traveled to Carolina for 
Game 5 at PNC Arena on Thursday, but the 29-year-old hadn’t skated 
with the team yet. 

Barclay Goodrow battles Brett Pesce for the puck during the Rangers' 5-
2 Game 6 win over the Hurricanes. 

Barclay Goodrow battles Brett Pesce for the puck during the Rangers’ 5-
2 Game 6 win over the Hurricanes. 

Jason Szenes 

The usual recovery timeline from a fractured ankle is around six weeks 
and Goodrow returned in three and a half, which could mean it wasn’t as 
serious as previously reported. Gallant had said Friday that Goodrow 
wouldn’t play in Game 6. 

“When I talked to you guys, you probably thought I was lying,” Gallant 
said. “I didn’t know nothing at that time. Obviously, I got a call later in the 
day and I was told he was cleared. I wasn’t lying, trust me.” 

After the Lightning traded Goodrow to the Rangers in the offseason, 
following his key contributions to Tampa Bay’s back-to-back Stanley Cup 
runs, he had a career year with the Rangers. He recorded 13 goals and 
20 assists in 79 games for 33 points, nine more than his previous career 
best with the Sharks in 2019-20. 

The Rangers had missed Goodrow on the penalty kill, which he jumped 
right into in his first game back, as well as on their forecheck. 

Special teams has been a key strength of the Rangers, but there have 
been some costly slipups in this series — particularly in the form of two 
shorthanded goals against. But the Rangers’ penalty-kill unit got it done 
in a key moment in Saturday’s win. 

The Rangers have gone 5-for-18 with the man-advantage after scoring 
two power-play goals Saturday night. They have now scored power-play 
goals in four consecutive playoff games for the first time since 2008. 

After skating in his 93rd postseason contest Saturday night, Chris Kreider 
tied Walt Tkaczuk for the fifth-most games played in Rangers playoff 
history. 
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Rangers penalty-kill unit steps up at key time in Game 6 win 

 

Ethan Sears  

 

For a brief period of time Saturday night, starting at 12:56 of the second 
period, Game 6 looked in doubt for the Rangers. 

Just nine seconds after Vincent Trocheck had scored to bring the 
Hurricanes within two goals, Chris Kreider took a hooking penalty. The 
Rangers, very much in control of the game to that point, suddenly looked 
as if they could be on their heels. Inside Madison Square Garden, which 

had shaken and swayed as the home team took a commanding lead 
early, a bit of doubt seemed to be creeping in. 

If there were a moment for Carolina to mount a comeback — to end the 
series, the Rangers’ season and its own demons on the road in this 
postseason, where they still have not won a game this postseason 
following the Blueshirts’ 5-2 victory — that was it. 

Over the next two minutes, the Hurricanes officially recorded two shots 
on net. Both were from 49 feet out. 

“Honestly, the guys, I think, are great on the penalty kill,” Rangers 
goaltender Igor Shesterkin said later. “A big thanks to them. They really 
saved me. I don’t think the other team got any shots off of me during that 
penalty kill, which was great. They put up a crazy effort.” 

As much of a Herculean effort as Shesterkin, who finished with 37 saves, 
put up, that kill came at a rare moment in which he was looking 
somewhat vulnerable. He had just allowed his second goal of the period. 

For so much of this season, Shesterkin has bailed the Rangers out. For 
the rest of the second period, the Rangers bailed Shesterkin out. 

That is because just a few minutes after the first successful kill, the goalie 
took a penalty of his own. The Rangers had been hemmed into their own 
zone, and they needed Shesterkin to make a big stop on Seth Jarvis in 
the crease. Instead, Shesterkin was called for interference. 

That presented Carolina with a second chance to change the game. And 
again, two minutes came and went — this time without Shesterkin even 
facing a shot on net. 

The Hurricanes have gone through much of this second-round series 
trying to figure out their power play, and they seemed to have gotten a 
grip on it by finally scoring on the man-advantage in their Game 5 victory. 
Heading into Game 7, they will again face questions after finishing 
Saturday with an abysmal showing over six minutes of power-play time. 

“[The penalty kill has] been huge for us,” Rangers coach Gerard Gallant 
said. “Our PK’s been great all season for us and in this series, it’s been 
real good. They were big and different guys get out there and do the job.” 
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Rod Brind'Amour says Antti Raanta will be back in net for Game 7 

 

By Andrew Gross 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — It’s still Antti Raanta’s net for Monday night’s Game 7 
of the Rangers-Hurricanes second-round series at PNC Arena. 

Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said on Sunday that he will go back 
to the former Rangers goalie after Raanta was pulled from the Blueshirts’ 
5-2 win in Saturday night’s Game 6 at Madison Square Garden. He 
allowed three goals on 13 shots. 

“Listen, it wasn’t all on him,” Brind’Amour said. “He let in a couple he’d 
like to have back. Their guy got pulled a couple of times too [Igor 
Shesterkin was pulled from the Rangers’ losses in Games 3 and 4 of the 
first round in Pittsburgh]. It’s not necessarily on the goalie, you’re just 
trying to change momentum. We had a next game, so get him ready for 
that one.” 

Raanta, who has started 12 of the 13 playoff games with No. 1 netminder 
Frederik Andersen out with a lower-body injury, is 6-0 with a 0.97 goals-
against average and .965 save percentage at home. 
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Brind’Amour quickly shot down any suggestion that the 33-year-old 
Raanta — in his first run as a team’s No. 1 playoff goalie — is fatigued. 
“He’s not tired,” Brind’Amour said. 

Andersen has been skating and facing shots but has yet to dress in the 
playoffs. Pyotr Kochetkov, a 22-year-old Russian rookie, relieved Raanta 
in Game 6 and stopped 10 of 12 shots. 

No Blais for Game 7 

Rangers coach Gerard Gallant said depth forward Sammy Blais (lower 
body) will not be available for Game 7. Then he laughed because he said 
a similar thing about Barclay Goodrow a day before Game 6, and 
Goodrow made a surprise return from a lower-body injury to center the 
fourth line on Saturday night. 

“No chance,” Gallant said. “I said that with Goodrow because I really 
thought that. I’d be as surprised as you are. But he’s doing good.” 
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Solving this home/road mystery falls on Rangers' Gerard Gallant 

Rangers head coach Gerard Gallant, center top, directs the team against 
the Hurricanes during the first period in Game 2 of an NHL Stanley Cup 
second-round playoff series on May 20 in Raleigh, N.C. Credit: AP/Chris 
Seward 

 

By Andrew Gross 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. 

It’s a mystery, this phenomenon of the home team winning every game, 
not only in the Rangers-Hurricanes second-round series but in the 
Hurricanes’ seven-game ouster of the Bruins in the first round. 

That is the take from Rangers coach Gerard Gallant and his counterpart, 
Rod Brind’Amour, heading into Monday night’s Game 7 at PNC Arena. 

Well, it falls on Gallant, a finalist for the Jack Adams Award as the NHL’s 
top coach and a previous winner with Vegas in 2018, to solve the 
mystery. 

He must be the Rangers’ MVP in Game 7. Whether it’s figuring out a 
better way to keep Brind’Amour from dictating the line matchups with the 
final change to ensuring that the Rangers play an active rather than 
passive game from the opening faceoff — as they have at home — 
Gallant must deliver, through motivation or X’s-and-O’s. 

That’s the kind of responsibility any coach wants. And the no-frills Gallant 
has the resume to engender a belief that he will come through. Heck, he 
guided an expansion team to the Stanley Cup Final in 2018. 

He may not like talking publicly about his process, but he has one. He’s 
not buddy-buddy with his players, not their BFFs via text, nor is he 
constantly in their space in the dressing room. He doesn’t do rah-rah 
speeches. 

“At the end of the day, he lets you play hockey,” said forward Frank 
Vatrano, acquired from the Panthers on March 16. “There’s not much 
thinking out there. You make a mistake, don’t worry about it, go out there 
and make the plays you know how to make. It’s been an easy system to 
adjust to. Not many X’s-and-O’s.” 

It would be wholly out of character for Gallant to change anything he 
does for Game 7. But somewhere in the mix, Gallant must find the 
answer and present it to his players. 

Gallant gets this chance because Brind’Amour couldn’t coax the 
Hurricanes to a road victory. The Rangers won Saturday night’s Game 6 

at Madison Square Garden, 5-2, by carrying play every bit as much as 
the Hurricanes did in their 3-1 win in Game 5. 

“It isn’t, it really isn’t,” Gallant said Sunday when asked if it is worth trying 
to figure out the home-road discrepancy at this point. “You prepare your 
team. You get your game plan. You talk to your team a little bit about 
different stuff, matchups, stuff like that. 

“But you know what? You go play the game. It’s a Game 7. Both teams, 
they know what the consequences are. And both teams have played 
well. Nobody expected Rod’s team to win all the games at home and lose 
all the ones on the road. I think we’ve won one game on the road, and 
both our teams have been good road teams all year long.” 

The Rangers enter Game 7 with a 1-5 road mark in these playoffs. But 
that one win was in the only other elimination game they’ve played away 
from the Garden, a 5-3 victory in Game 6 in Pittsburgh as the Rangers 
rallied from a 3-1 series deficit in the first round. 

“That was a huge game,” Gallant said. “I just think, from Day 1, we talked 
about getting up when you’re down.” 

So Gallant will approach Game 7 as he’s approached every other game. 

But every coaching staff studies hours and hours of video, looking for any 
kind of advantage to prepare the game plan. Somewhere in that video, 
somewhere in the experiences of the first three games in Carolina is the 
key to winning Game 7. 

It’s on Gallant to solve that mystery. 
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Rangers hoping 'recipe for success' will carry them to Game 7 win 

 

By Colin Stephenson 

 

The Rangers have been here, and done this, already in this postseason. 

But so have the Carolina Hurricanes. 

The teams will meet Monday night in Raleigh, North Carolina, in Game 7 
of their second-round series to decide which team will face the two-time 
defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning in the Eastern 
Conference finals. 

Each team will be playing its second Game 7 of the playoffs, with the 
Rangers having beaten the Pittsburgh Penguins and the Hurricanes 
having outlasted the Boston Bruins in the first round. 

Rangers forward Andrew Copp, speaking at the Rangers’ media 
availability Sunday at the team hotel in Raleigh, said the Blueshirts have 
confidence going into the game. He pointed to coach Gerard Gallant 
being pleased with how the Rangers played in five of the first six games, 
and Copp said they “feel like we have a recipe for success.’’ 

“But [the Hurricanes] probably do too, so it’s kind of one of those where 
both teams feel confident,’’ he said. “It’s just kind of a matter of who can 
play the closest to a perfect game.’’ 

All of the numbers suggest that the Hurricanes, who won the 
Metropolitan Division title in the regular season, are the favorites. They 
are 7-0 at PNC Arena in these playoffs and 6-0 in Game 7s since the 
franchise moved from Hartford to North Carolina in 1997. 

The Rangers are 10-6 in Game 7s, including 2-5 on the road. They are 6-
1 at Madison Square Garden this season and 1-5 on the road. (They 
played Game 7 against Pittsburgh in the first round at home.) 

But they aren’t embracing the underdog role. 
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“Being an underdog or being the favorite, for us, whatever’s said outside 
of the [locker] room doesn’t matter,’’ forward Frank Vatrano said. “For us, 
it’s knowing how good we are and knowing the confidence we have in 
one another and knowing that we’re going to do the job. And you can’t 
look at the past games that we played in this rink. You’ve just got to look 
at the one tomorrow . . . 

“You just got to focus on that one game and win it.’’ 

The games in Carolina in the series have been tight-checking affairs, with 
very little room for either team to make plays and relatively few scoring 
chances. 

Carolina won Game 1, 2-1 in overtime, and Game 2, 2-0. 

The Rangers, with goaltender Igor Shesterkin playing a starring role, won 
Games 3 and 4 at Madison Square Garden, 3-1 and 4-1, as play opened 
up a little. Carolina won Game 5 in Raleigh, 3-1, to take a 3-2 lead in the 
series before the Rangers tied it with a 5-2 victory in Game 6 at the 
Garden. 

While both coaches have tried to downplay it, matchups were the key to 
Carolina’s mastery over the Rangers in Raleigh. Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour gets the last line change at home, and he’s matched his 
checking line of Nino Niederreiter, Jordan Staal and former Ranger 
Jesper Fast against the Rangers’ top line of Chris Kreider, Mika 
Zibanejad and Vatrano. 

Aside from Zibanejad’s power-play goal in Game 5, the top line has 
produced no offense in Carolina. Gallant is going to have to find some 
way of changing that if the Rangers are to win Game 7. But he doesn’t 
see his team as underdogs Monday night. 

“They finished in first place [and] we weren’t that far behind in second,’’ 
Gallant said. “A lot of professional people look at it and say Carolina 
might have the edge . . . But me, as a coach, and our players, we don’t 
believe that. We just believe that if we play our best game, we’ll win.’’ 
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How the Rangers have fared in their 16 previous Game 7s 

 

By Andrew Gross 

 

The Rangers will play the 17th Game 7 in franchise history – and second 
this month – against the Hurricanes on Monday night in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. They bring a 10-6 overall mark into the contest, though the 
Rangers are just 2-5 on the road. Here’s a look back: 

April 2, 1939 – Bruins 2, Rangers 1 (3OT) at Boston: Mel Hill scores the 
OT winner in the semifinal series for the eventual Stanley Cup champion 

April 23, 1950 – Red Wings 4, Rangers 3 (2OT) at Detroit: Future Ranger 
Pete Babando scores the Cup-winning goal and the Rangers wouldn’t 
return to the Cup Final until 1972 

May 2, 1971 – Chicago 4, Rangers 2 at Chicago: The Rangers are 
eliminated in the semifinals three days after Pete Stemkowski’s triple-
overtime winner in Game 6 

May 5, 1974 – Flyers 4, Rangers 3 at Philadelphia: Gary Dornhoefer’s 
semifinal winner sends the Flyers on their way to the first of back-to-back 
Cups 

May 1, 1992 – Rangers 8, Devils 4 at Madison Square Garden: The 
Rangers finally win a Game 7 in the division semifinals, though two years 
later would be much more dramatic 

May 27, 1994 – Rangers 2, Devils 1 at MSG (2OT): “Mat-teau, Mat-teau, 
Mat-teau.” 

June 14, 1994 – Rangers 3, Canucks 2 at MSG: The Rangers and 
Captain Mark Messier thwart the pesky Canucks from rallying from a 3-1 
series deficit in the Cup Final, ending a 54-year title drought 

April 28, 2009 – Capitals 2, Rangers 1 at Washington: John Tortorella’s 
first playoff series behind the Rangers’ bench ends with his team blowing 
a 3-1 series lead and includes the fiery coach being suspended for 
throwing a water bottle at a fan 

April 26, 2012 – Rangers 2, Senators 1 at MSG: Defenseman Dan 
Girardi’s winner propels the Rangers in the conference quarterfinals 

May 12, 2012 – Rangers 2, Capitals 1 at MSG: The Rangers win their 
second straight series in a Game 7. This time, it’s defenseman Michael 
Del Zotto with the series-winner 

May 13, 2013 – Rangers 5, Capitals 0 at Washington: The conference 
quarterfinals – Tortorella’s last playoff series win with the team – marks 
the only time the Rangers have shut out their Game 7 opponent 

April 30, 2014 – Rangers 2, Flyers 1 at MSG: Benoit Pouliot scores the 
first-round series winner as the teams alternate victories through all 
seven games 

May 13, 2014 – Rangers 2, Penguins 1 at Pittsburgh: The Rangers, 
rallying around Martin St. Louis after his mother passes away, complete 
their comeback from a 3-1 series deficit in the second round with his 
buddy, Brad Richards, scoring the winner 

May 13, 2015 – Rangers 2, Capitals 1 (OT) at MSG: The Rangers again 
rally from a 3-1 deficit in the second round as Derek Stepan scores the 
overtime winner 

May 29, 2015 – Lightning 2, Rangers 0 at MSG: The Rangers are denied 
a second straight trip to the Cup Final after the Lightning had also 
blanked them at the Garden in Game 5 of the conference final 

May 15, 2022 – Rangers 4, Penguins 3 (OT) at MSG: Artemi Panarin’s 
power-play wrister at 4:46 of overtime and Igor Shesterkin’s 42 saves 
cap the Rangers’ rally from a 3-1 series deficit in the first round 
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Rangers vs. Hurricanes picks, odds: Expert predictions for Stanley Cup 
Playoffs Game 7 

 

The goaltenders are fully in the spotlight for Monday’s Game 7 between 
the New York Rangers and Carolina Hurricanes. For the Blue Shirts, Igor 
Shesterkin continues to show why he’s a Vezina Trophy finalist and is 
likely to win the award. For Carolina, Antti Raanta struggled in Game 6 at 
Madison Square Garden and was pulled just minutes into the second 
period after giving up three goals on just 13 shots. 

Now, to advance to the Eastern Conference finals vs. the Tampa Bay 
Lightning, the goaltenders must perform. The Hurricanes are favored 
according to the odds, but Shesterkin might have something to say about 
that. 

Carolina has had one of the most strange playoff runs in recent memory. 
The Hurricanes are undefeated at home (7-0) and winless on the road (0-
6). Will that trend continue on Monday night? 

What time is Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7? 

Time: Monday, 8 p.m. (ET) 

How to stream Rangers vs. Hurricanes Game 7 

Channels: ESPN, SN 
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What are the odds for Hurricanes at Rangers? 

Game 6: Rangers 5, Hurricanes 2 | Series tied 3-3 

Recap by Shayna Goldman 

Who was the guy? Filip Chytil gets a lot of credit for his two-goal game. 
But the star of this one was Igor Shesterkin. The Rangers netminder 
turned aside 37 of the 39 shots he faced and, according to Natural Stat 
Trick, saved 2.92 more goals than expected in all situations against 47 
unblocked shots from the Hurricanes. 

Though the Rangers finished the first period strong, Carolina pressured 
the rest of the way. At five-on-five, the Hurricanes generated the majority 
of the shots and won the quality battle with 65 percent of the expected 
goals share in the second, then 88.9 percent in the third. So even though 
New York mustered only 11.1 percent (!) of the expected goals share, it 
had the goaltending to keep the team in the game in the final period. 

Oh, and Shesterkin also tallied two assists and took a penalty. Just an 
eventful game for the goalie all around. 

What was the key? There were a few keys to this game, which is why 
this series is going the distance. 

The Rangers have won four games on the brink of elimination. The 
Hurricanes can’t win on the road, losing all six games away from PNC 
Arena (and winning every home game). Goal scorers from the Rangers 
came from every line. New York had the advantage in net to make up for 
its even-strength play in the second half. 

The moment of the game: DeAngelo, after the whistle blew midway 
through the third period, flipped the puck past Shesterkin. That’s basically 
a move straight out of a video game when you’re trying to annoy whoever 
you’re playing against. While it may have been an attempt to get under 
his opponent’s skin, it was also just undisciplined and led to an 
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. So instead of the Hurricanes getting a 
power play because Miller was called for tripping, play remained even. 

The Rangers know firsthand that DeAngelo can be effective when the 
offensive defender balances the disciplinary line. They also know how his 
game can get away from him when he can’t contain his emotions. The 
Hurricanes have learned that, too, including this postseason in Game 4 in 
Boston. Luckily for them, he rebounded the next tilt. That’s what the 
Hurricanes need in the series decider, otherwise he can quickly become 
a liability. 

Rangers Worry Meter:   … The Rangers stayed alive once more but 
have to find a way to win this series back in Raleigh. 

Hurricanes Worry Meter:    … Being the better team is only half of 
the battle when Shesterkin is in goal, and the Hurricanes still can’t win on 
the road. 

Rangers vs. Hurricanes expert picks and predictions for Game 7 

Hurricanes’ goaltending suddenly in spotlight as Antti Raanta falters in 
Game 6 loss 

Igor Shesterkin’s locked in, which is good news for the Rangers going 
into Game 7 

More Stanley Cup Playoffs coverage: News | Podcasts | Odds 
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Sportsnet.ca / Jason Spezza reflects honestly about career and new 
Maple Leafs job 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

May 29, 2022, 5:43 PM 

 

TORONTO – Jason Spezza has referred to the National Hockey League 
— paradoxically, the cushiest and most ruthless circuit in his favourite 
sport — as “an adapt-or-die league.” 

So, the trick, Spezza tells all those young up-and-comers who pick from 
his wisdom and only dream of lasting 1,248 games, is being honest. 

Even when it hurts. 

Number 19 has a tip for those who wish to last 19 years in the NHL: 
Constantly assess how you’re playing. Ask yourself what you can do to 
improve. What you’re doing right. Where you can push further. How can 
you fit in better to help the greater good? Then wake up the next day, 
lace ’em up, and reassess all over again. 

Be critical before the coach — who has 22 other imperfect players to fret 
about — gets around to being critical of you. Because by the time he 
pulls you aside, you’ve probably already slipped for a week. And it may 
be too late. 

Announcing his retirement and immediate shift to the Toronto Maple 
Leafs’ front office Sunday, Spezza leaves the roar of the crowd with the 
94th-most points scored all-time (995). 

The 38-year-old has prided himself on a candid ability to evaluate his 
own game, when he’s contributing, when he’s not, and being able to 
covert negative momentum on the ice into positive. 

Now, fittingly, Spezza has done the same thing in swiftly and respectfully 
transitioning from meaningful depth forward to a valued member of the 
Leafs’ executive branch, where he’ll serve as special assistant to general 
manager Kyle Dubas until he zeroes in on an off-ice area to pour his 
expertise. (Player assessment and development is a smart bet.) 

What allowed Spezza to excel equally as a young playmaking phenom 
for the Cup-contending Ottawa Senators and a sage veteran fourth-line 
checker in his hometown is the same look-in-the-mirror approach that 
prompted this painful decision, just five points shy of 1,000 and one Cup 
shy of his fiercest wish. 

“I still don’t know that I've come to grips with it,” Spezza says Sunday. 

“I'm a pretty realistic guy. I think. You know, as time went on, I knew that I 
wasn't going to do this forever. I also want to leave the team in a good 
spot. I know you don't want to overstay your welcome as a player, either. 
I think there's a lot of respect that people have for me, and you don't want 
to use that and take advantage of the situation.” 

Healthy scratched frequently down the stretch and into the Leafs’ 
frustrating seven-game loss to the wagon Tampa Bay Lightning, Spezza 
admitted the handshake line felt different this month. 

Because he believed harder, the sting of defeat burned in a way it hadn’t 
since those door-knocking Sens came three wins short of lifting Lord 
Stanley Mug in 2007. 

In its jarring wake, Spezza admitted he was “a little lost.” He turned 
inward for questions first. 

“Did I do enough? Did I help push the right buttons? Did I do everything I 
could do to help the team get over it?” wondered Spezza, ever his 
harshest critic.  “It's just hard. It's just these chances, they don't come 
very often. 

“I don't know if I'm even fully OK with it. But I'm really excited about being 
able to stay with the organization. It's gonna make me feel like I'm still 
part of the team, which I am, and it'll help my retirement process.” 

Reflection, scrutiny, and heartfelt conversations with teammates past and 
present followed over the ensuing days, as the hockey carried on without 
him. 
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Mom and Dad, wife Jennifer and their four daughters, dear friends, 
teammates past and present, coach Sheldon Keefe, Dubas, club 
president Brendan Shanahan — Spezza talked over the decision with 
them all. 

One former NHLer in Spezza’s inner circle gave some insight that stuck. 

“[He] told me that I've had the best job in hockey for the last 20 years and 
being a player is something you never going to really be able to replicate. 
But there are other roles out there. And there are other ways to feel that 
excitement for the game,” Spezza says. 

“But there's no doubt that being a player is special. It's the greatest job 
you can possibly have. I don't think people will ever understand the daily 
grind. Just waking up on a game day and not feeling your best after 
having a nap and getting your body prepped by 7 p.m. to play. And you 
have a great night. You win a game, and you leave there on a high. 
That's the kind of stuff you're never gonna get back.” 

What Spezza cannot get back he’ll pay forward, the way he always has. 

Like the time he used his hands not to pump-fake a vintage slap-shot but 
to knuckle up and launch at Dean Kukan’s face when he felt the Leafs 
needed to literally fight back against the Columbus Blue Jackets in the 
2020 playoff bubble. 

Or when, during the pandemic, he passed the collection plate around and 
gathered financial contributions from his fellow multimillionaire NHLers to 
help offset the salary-slashed AHL Marlies. 

Or when his desperate intermission speech helped rally Toronto’s most 
recent victory, an inspired comeback against the Lighting in Game 5. 

Or when contract negotiations would roll around and Spezza happily 
signed on for minimum wage, an act, Dubas says, helped encourage 
Mark Giordano to accept his discount $800,000 salary last week. 

Dubas speaks of summer workout sessions at Ford Performance Centre, 
where rink rat Spezza would share his knowledge and childlike laugh 
with virtually everyone in the organization. 

“He treats nobody differently and was willing to do everything he could to 
help them,” Dubas said. “If you're a player coming in on an ECHL deal or 
an American League–ECHL two-way contract, and Jason Spezza — 
who's obviously someone they've all grown up watching and think very 
positively of — is just willing to donate and give his time when no one 
would expect it. That was pretty remarkable.” 

So, too, were Spezza’s quiet actions during the Leafs’ pre-game meal in 
Pittsburgh on Feb. 18, 2020. 

The team had just laid a 5-2 stinker in Buffalo. Injuries were mounting, 
the group was playing poorly, and heads were sunk heading into the 
sluggish half of a back-to-back. 

Dubas recalls Spezza hopping up from his plate and making his way 
around the room, speaking individual encouragement to every Leaf who 
needed a boost. The act wasn’t for show; Dubas caught wind that 
Spezza’s mini pep talks continued after the GM had left the room. 

On the day he leaves the dressing room for the front office, Spezza 
considers the impression he’s made on his peers. 

“I would hope they recognize that I love the game. I think I just tried to be 
myself every day. I don't think I ever put on an act. I don't think I ever 
tried to be someone that I wasn't. I think you if you can be vulnerable to 
your teammates and show them who you truly are, I think that creates a 
stronger bond and stronger friendships. And my best friendships are 
through hockey — and that's no mistake,” Spezza says. 

A shameless hockey nerd, Spezza feels proud today, of all that he gave. 
Rightly so. 

Yet, if he’s being honest, that pride is spiked with the bitterness of 
disappointment. A dream unrealized. 

“I don't think I can ever put into words how much it means to me to try to 
win the Stanley Cup. There's definitely a huge void in my heart and my 
career,” Spezza says. 

“I've had many sleepless nights over the course of my career, wondering 
what I need to do differently and how I need to change to win a Stanley 
Cup. And to not be able to win a Stanley Cup as a player is very difficult. 
It's my life's work, hockey. And to not be able to be a champion in it is 
hard. 

“But I think that will help me drive towards wanting to stay in the game 
too. I think it'll never feel maybe the same as being a player. But I'm 
going to try to win a Stanley Cup as an executive and as part of the 
organization now. And that will keep me driven." 

No, Jason Spezza’s hockey career hasn’t died. 

It has simply adapted. 
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“THIS IS JUST THE START”  

 

By Gare Joyce 

 

T he Bears’ dressing room looks like any other peewee team’s post-
practice: a bustle of 12-year-olds sitting shoulder-to-shoulder, trying to 
shed sweaters without clocking teammates next to them, shoving 
playfully, chattering and laughing. Then Andy Metabie, the team’s 
manager, walks in and raises his right hand to get their attention — 
because of the chill in All Chiefs Memorial Arena, he hasn’t bothered to 
take off his fringed deerskin gloves that bear the logo of the New Jersey 
Devils, his favourite team. 

“I’ve got something important, so listen up,” he says. 

Metabie understands the limited attention spans of 12-year-olds, so he 
cuts to the chase. “We’ve been working to get the Bears invited to the 
Quebec peewee tournament for a few months now,” he says. “We 
haven’t had a team go there before and only sometimes do they invite a 
team from our league.” 

Looks of puzzlement crease the faces of the players; only a couple have 
ever heard of the world’s biggest age-group tournament. Bentley Bobbish 
had his sights set on it for a few years when his family was living in 
Gatineau, but the 12-year-old in thick-rimmed prescription sports glasses 
thought any chance to play there had disappeared when he signed on 
with the Bears. Zane Washipabano has heard his father Charly tell 
stories about playing in the tournament back in ’96. 

“There are 100 teams from all over the world,” Metabie says. “A lot of 
NHL players played there when they were 11, 12 years old. Some of the 
games are in great big arenas. We’ve been waiting since the summer to 
get word from the people in Quebec City who run the tournament. But we 
heard back that we’re invited.” 

The room’s silent, as if the players are waiting for permission. Metabie 
makes the point clearer: “The Cree Nation Bears are going to Quebec 
City,” he says. 

Cheers break out, a chorus of woos. Metabie takes some questions. Yes, 
we’ll be going down by bus. If parents are coming, we’ll figure out where 
they can find hotels. Yes, we’ll be playing in the big arena. No, I don’t 
know who’ll we be playing or exactly where we’ll be playing them, but 
they’re coming from all over — we’ve got a couple of teams from France 
and even one from Italy in our group. 
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“You’re going to be representing the Cree Nation,” the manager says, 
finally. “This team has never been to the tournament before, so we want 
to be really ready when we get there. You got to work hard. When you go 
home at Christmas, get out there and work out so that you’re ready when 
you come back in January.” 

Even if it were that simple, the road to the Quebec tournament would be 
a long one for this team to travel. But neither Metabie nor the Bears could 
know the challenges they would face in the pursuit of their goal — or how 
often reaching it would seem impossible. 

T his December Thursday night it’s minus-37, cold even by the standards 
locals are accustomed to in Waswanipi, Que., a community of 1,800 
eight hours north of Ottawa on the way to James Bay. As the Bears lug 
their hockey bags and sticks out of All Chiefs Memorial Arena, they seem 
inured to the cold — many hatless, many gloveless — and in no great 
rush to go home. Andy Metabie has his SUV parked and running, and his 
son Ethan throws his stuff in the back, likewise Washipabano and 
Zacchaeus Blueboy, first-year peewee players who are living at the 
Metabies’ home. A couple of other Bears are picked up by their parents 
in the parking lot, but the rest get rides to their billets’. It’s a reminder that 
this isn’t a hometown team per se — only four players from Waswanipi 
skate for the Cree Nation Bears. 

By the time you get to peewee, most teams are pretty homogenous — 
some have kids who started out together in tyke, who have skated in 
practices and games for four, five and even six years. A few players 
parachute in at different points along the way, but everybody knows 
everybody. This stands in sharp contrast to the Bears’ dynamic. Their 
players met for the first time back in the fall at the tryouts. Other than the 
four locals, the roster is made up of kids from communities spread across 
the Cree lands, the Eeyou Istchee, an area of over 400,000 square 
kilometres. Consider Blueboy, a defenceman from Waskaganish on the 
coast of James Bay. ”My father drove four hours to get here and the 
whole time we talked about hockey and what it would mean to make this 
team and how I had to do my best,” Blueboy says. “I was nervous. I didn’t 
know anybody and really I hadn’t had a chance to skate since the last 
winter and hadn’t played in a game since I was a little kid.” 

Though 25 First Nations’ territories and reserves encompass vast swaths 
of the province, the James Bay Minor Hockey League is the only all-
Indigenous program fully federated under the auspices of Hockey 
Quebec. Drawn from the JBMHL, the Cree Nation Bears’ midget, bantam 
and peewee BB squads are the only all-Indigenous select teams. If Cree 
parents want their peewee-aged kids to play organized hockey while 
attending a grade school or high school that offers classes in their first 
language, respects Cree traditions and enriches their sense of their 
people’s culture, then the Bears program in Waswanipi is the only option. 

“My father drove four hours to get here and the whole time we talked 
about hockey and what it would mean to make this team and how I had 
to do my best.” 

Twenty-one kids tried out for 16 spots on the under-13 team’s roster, 
which made for long, heartbreaking rides home for the few kids who 
didn’t fare as well as they hoped in the tryouts. “You want to find a way 
for everyone,” says Metabie, who sits on the Cree Nation of Waswanipi 
council. “But the fact is, it’s numbers. We can only take so many on the 
roster and there’s only so many billets for the kids out of the community.” 

Distances mean most parents don’t get a chance to see their kids play 
home games — Blueboy’s parents were fine with the drive for the tryouts 
in the fall, but in winter conditions pre-empt it, with roads slowed by 18-
wheelers hauling lumber, snowploughs crawling along and crossings for 
snowmobiles and moose. “If I get someone to shoot video of a game on 
an iPhone I can send it back to my mom and dad,” says Bobbish, whose 
parents are in Chisasibi. “Mostly I just text them to let them know how I’m 
doing, every day or two.” 

The Cree Bears carry a considerable load on top of the separation from 
family — the travel to Waswanipi is matched every other week during the 
season by a road trip that can have them in a van for six or eight hours to 
a pair of games starting Saturday around lunchtime. “If you take all the 

teams in the league, they’re spread out over a region that’s as big as 
France,” Metabie says. “Some teams have it worse than we do and so 
you’ll have teams stay over a night on road trips. Some do flights to 
game. Other teams might get more ice time than we do or have come up 
from novice and atom [as a group], but no team spends more time 
together over a season than our teams here. Between the time on the 
ice, the time at school and then at home and then road games, it’s like 
their whole world. … They’re around each other 24 hours every day.” 

This team may preoccupy them in the present, but kids in minor hockey 
can’t resist looking ahead beyond any given season to some future plan, 
some dream. In less-guarded moments, some of the Bears will admit that 
they’re aiming to play at a higher level, hopefully AAA, even if it means 
moving south. Bobbish looks like a good bet to be able to make that 
transition. In a couple of weekend games against a team from Rouyn-
Noranda in December, Bobbish had a couple of highlight-reel goals, 
turning a defenceman inside-out with one dangle, going wide and 
speeding by another before deking the goaltender. He looks like a AAA 
player and in fact was one — he spent his atom and minor atom years in 
Gatineau. When his family moved back to Chisasibi a year ago, he tried 
out for the Bears. “I still text the kids that were on my team in Gatineau,” 
he says. “I liked it there. It was really good hockey. I want to do 
something with the game — play junior, play pro. And I know the best 
chance is AAA. I’ll get seen in Montreal or someplace like that.” 

Bobbish says that he liked his time away from the arena in Gatineau and 
expects that Montreal would be even better, but that wasn’t the 
experience of Ethan Metabie, the son of the Bears’ manager. A soft-
spoken kid, Ethan is one of the smallest of the Bears and certainly the 
slightest — he’s also 100-per cent gristle, grit and effort. He’s strides 
ahead of the entire team in line skates at the end of practice and he 
almost laps the field in dryland sprint training on off-days. He keeps his 
head on a swivel in games — he’s small enough to sometimes duck 
under traffic in front of the net. He’s a zero-maintenance player in 
practice, skating out every line rush, sticking to each drill drawn up like 
he’s doing it in school for marks. Yet when Ethan went to a weeklong 
hockey camp last summer in Montreal, he was made to feel like an 
intruder. “The white kids never talked to me,” he says. “They wouldn’t 
even look at me. The coaches never called me by name, never talked to 
me the way they did the white players.” 

When he describes the experience, Ethan’s voice, just above a whisper, 
sounds like he’s trying to suppress his anger while laying out the cause 
of his resentment. Others tell similar stories and are matter-of-fact about 
the racism they face. “It’s there all the time,” says Leesha Grant, who felt 
like an outsider when she went from Chisasibi to a goalie camp in 
Peterborough, Ont. “A lot of the kids knew each other but they talked to 
the [non-Indigenous] kids that they met for the first time. Nobody really 
talked to me even when I tried to start a conversation.” 

The five-team Abitibi league that the Cree Nation Bears play in takes 
them into Rouyn-Noranda and Amos, and even in those communities 
closest to the Eeyou Istchee, young Indigenous players hear racist taunts 
from opponents and those in the stands. “I’ve seen it with my son when 
his team [from another community] has gone to a tournament in the 
south and he was getting hassled by a couple of players from another 
team in the lobby of the hotel,” says William Saganish, a former 
policeman who coaches the Bears. “I went to the coach [of the other 
team] and we were able to identify the players involved. To the coach’s 
credit, he made it clear that any stuff like that wouldn’t be tolerated, but 
that doesn’t fix the damage that’s been done. And maybe my son only 
says anything because I’m there — how many Cree kids wouldn’t say 
anything about it to a coach or an adult with the team, not wanting to 
make trouble? They’d think that talking about it makes it real and makes 
it worse … that they’re not ending it but making it worse. They just hold it 
in. I wish all kids would talk about it.” 

“I told the boys, ‘Don’t let it get to you. Play your game. You’ve heard it all 
before.’” 

Officials on the ice have it at their discretion to shut down attacks at the 
first slur or taunt, but too often miss it or, worse, enable it. “The sad thing 
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is that kids get used to it,” says Tommy Grant, a QMJHL goalie back in 
the ’80s who has coached Waswanipi teams in all age groups. “We had a 
midget AA team that faced a lot of it a few years back. We got it bad 
when we went to Hearst, [Ont.], fans coming up yelling slurs behind the 
bench. We got some more when we went to Rouyn, but the worst was a 
tournament we played in Drummondville. The officials went to the other 
team and told them to cut it out. I told the boys, ‘Don’t let it get to you. 
Play your game. You’ve heard it all before.’ And we ended up winning the 
tournament.” 

A happy ending, yes, but Grant says that no one should cast the 
incidents as his players turning harassment and abuse into motivation. 
That would be giving too much credit to those who heckled and taunted 
the Waswanipi team. “It didn’t make the boys play harder,” he says. 
“Getting mad about it could go wrong. You can’t pretend it’s not out there 
either — it’s ugly and I saw the pain in their faces. I put it out there to all 
of them, ‘I know you hear it. I hear it, too. We all hear it.’ Just saying that 
it’s out there makes it not so tense. It’s something we all share, so let’s 
get on with the rest of it.” 

Though their sons have experienced everything from chilliness to racist 
abuse, Metabie and Saganish still believe the trip to the Quebec 
tournament will serve as a fitting reward for the work the kids put in — 
feeling that joy of playing on a bigger stage than they ever imagined. 
They also see it as a particularly enriching experience for the U13 
players. While the older teams in the Bears program have a chance to 
see a greater variety of opponents, the peewees play only four other 
teams across the regular season and playoffs. But after the prospect of 
the trip starts to sink in with the players, Metabie, Saganish and the rest 
will be hit with a few more surprises — and not all of them welcome. 

F ive days after the Quebec tournament’s officials approved their entry, 
Metabie and Saganish round up the Bears for what the players are told is 
a team meeting. The parking lot is crowded when they get to the arena, 
which maybe gives away that something bigger is in the works. Once 
inside, they’re led not to the dressing room but the stands — the Bears’ 
bantam and midget teams are already there in the seats. 

A red carpet is rolled out to centre ice and Metabie and Saganish set up 
a screen close enough to the boards for those in the seats to get a good 
look at it. Metabie tells everyone that there’s a video that he wants them 
see. It starts with glitches and shakes — clearly not a professional 
production but rather something shot on a phone’s front-facing camera. 
As it turns out, it’s a phone that belongs to Carey Price. The Montreal 
goaltender is sitting in front of his stall in the Canadiens’ dressing room. 
He’s in street clothes, still months away from putting on equipment again. 
Price says that he has a message for the Cree Nation Bears and it’s easy 
to tell he’s not working from a script. “I understand what it’s like to travel 
thousands of kilometres to play the game that you love,” he says. 

Everyone in attendance knows the truth of that statement. The story of 
Price’s career — the Vezina Trophy, the Olympic gold in Sochi and the 
unlikely run to the Cup final last spring — is well-established lore for 
hockey fans in Quebec, and his personal history is a source of pride and 
inspiration to the Bears. They’ve heard the stories of the long road that 
he took to the NHL and the Olympics — how his father, a bush pilot, had 
to fly Price to practices and games in youth hockey because their home 
in Anahim Lake in central British Columbia was so remote. The adults in 
the stands likely know that his mother is in fact chief of Ulkatcho First 
Nation. 

“I want you guys to play with respect,” he says. “I want you to play hard. I 
want you guys to be warriors. I want you to respect your opponents, 
respect the officials — and most of all, respect yourselves.” 

Price’s speech to the team is followed by other recorded messages, one 
from former NHLer Jonathan Cheechoo, who grew up playing hockey in 
the Moose Cree community in Moose Factory, Ont.; another from current 
NHLer P.K. Subban. 

And then comes the payoff: Metabie appears with a couple of sweaters 
and tells the players and the rest of the crowd that they’re prototypes of 
the ones the Bears will wear in Quebec. The sweaters, he says, come 

with a story and he proceeds to tell it — how Adidas heard about the 
team’s application for entry into the Quebec tournament; how the 
company’s design staff worked with Landen Spencer, a teenage Cree 
artist in Mistissini, to come up with new logos and colour scheme. And 
then the sweaters are held up and appear on the screen, home and 
away: The orange trim evokes Every Child Matters, the initiative to 
honour the generations of youth coldly taken from their parents and 
forced into the residential-school system; the image of ribbons on the 
shoulders is a tribute to missing and murdered Indigenous women and 
girls. On the black home sweaters, the logo’s ‘C’ is framed with claws. On 
the road whites, ‘Cree’ is spelled out, descending diagonally across the 
front in the classic Rangers’ style. Above the numbers on both, players’ 
names are spelled out in Cree syllabics. Adults nod their approval and 
some start to clap, but most of the peewees silently look on, as if they 
know this is significant but might struggle to come up with the words to 
explain why. 

Finally, Juness Bearskin says what’s on his mind and maybe on the 
minds of some of his teammates: “Do we get to keep them?” 

T wo days later the peewee players wear those new sweaters for the first 
time. Those parents who live within driving distance of Rouyn-Noranda 
— that is, six or eight hours each way — come in for the Bears’ games 
against the two teams based in the town the weekend before Christmas. 

On Saturday, the Bears lose 5-4 to the Capitales at the Arena Jacques 
Laperriere. But on Sunday at the Arena Dave Keon, they run out to a 3-0 
lead against the Citadelles on goals by Lazarus Kakabat, Bobbish and 
Washipabano, his team-leading 10th of the season. In the third period, 
the Citadelles rally with a pair of goals but Bears goalie Myles Cooper, 
playing through a knee sprained the weekend before, holds off a flurry of 
shots to send the players off on their holiday break feeling good about 
their game. “The two games set us up in a good way to prepare for the 
Quebec tournament,” Andy Metabie says. 

While some of their teammates go home with their parents Sunday 
afternoon, the few Bears from more remote communities ride in 
Metabie’s and Saganish’s SUVs to the Rouyn-Noranda airport and 
boarded Air Creebec flights. But before anyone can settle in for the 
holidays comes the news that, with the Omicron variant of COVID 
surging, the Cree Nation is going into lockdown. School in Waswanipi is 
suspended, with classes commencing online in mid-January. Travel into 
and out of town is limited to essential services; volunteers will drive an 
hour and a half to Chibougamau on weekends to pick up supplies for the 
community. Bears players are told they’ll be staying in their home 
communities for the foreseeable future — though the future is not 
foreseeable at all. Not just the hockey season but the entire lives of the 
Cree Bears are put on hold. As is the hope of their season: their 
appearance in the Tournoi de Hockey Peewee. 

“They need a chance to play again. It can’t end this way.” 

In January, officials in Quebec announce a postponement. Until it was 
called off in 2021, the tournament had always coincided with the Quebec 
Winter Carnival in February. Most minor-hockey programs run through 
late March with just a few AAA teams, the powerhouses, playing a 
handful of games in early April. Now, freshly drawn plans call for a spring 
event, the tournament tentatively scheduled for the first two weeks of 
May. 

Where there’d been chatter in the dressing room and on the ice, now 
there’s only chatter between the Bears online. They don’t discuss 
practicing or working out — arenas in their communities are closed and, 
likewise, outdoor pads where they might jump into a game of shinny. 
Housebound for the most part, there’s nothing to talk about except for 
there being nothing to talk about. One text exchange between 
teammates who haven’t seen each other in over a month seems to 
capture the mood: 

“Yo” 

“Yo” 
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“It’s been a while, huh.” 

“Yeah.” 

“r u bored” 

“yeah ofc” 

“me too” 

“it’s so boring” 

Says one adult who works with the team and knows the players: “You 
can tell they’re hurting. They really need to something positive. Kids this 
age do. Kids who’ve already been through what they have so far with 
COVID … who were so invested in playing the game, they need a 
chance to play again. It can’t end this way.” 

Kakabat is one of three Bears to notch goals in the team’s final game 
before an unexpectedly long winter break. (Kyle Charles/Sportsnet) 

I n early March, the province of Quebec loosens restrictions and officials 
with Hockey Abitibi-Temiscamingue discuss how to make up for lost time 
— for two full months of the peewee teams’ seasons. They settle on a 
one-weekend tournament in Amos featuring all five teams, games 
running all day Saturday and then playoffs on Sunday. The reboot is fine 
for the other four teams, which draw on players from their own 
community, but much less so for the Bears. Only four of the peewee from 
other communities return to Waswanipi to finish their school years — the 
rest have enrolled in schools closer to home. Those in Waswanipi, eight 
players, can practice together but the rest will join the team only for the 
weekend in Amos. Says Leesha Grant, one of the players who has 
returned to Waswanipi: “I think if we had the choice, everyone would 
have come back to play, but we know [parents] had to make decisions. 
It’s easier for me than a lot of them because I can stay with my aunt and 
uncle here. No one knew if we’d ever play another game.” 

Predictably, the Bears struggle in Amos against teams that have been 
back on the ice practicing for a couple of weeks. The Bears win just one 
of their four games on Saturday and don’t advance to the Sunday 
playoffs. 

In the face of all the challenges, hardships and losses, Metabie, who 
misses the weekend along with Ethan after COVID hits their household, 
remains upbeat: “Quebec was going to be a highlight of our season if we 
had got there in February but they’d still have a lot of games to play after 
it,” he says. “Now it’s something that we have to build for. I still think the 
team hasn’t played its best game yet.” 

A t points along the way, it looked like the Bears wouldn’t be back on the 
ice until next winter, and by then it would be a new group of kids with a 
few holdovers. And yet on May 1, they’re in All Chiefs Memorial Arena, 
standing at the gate, waiting for the Zamboni to finish circling the rink. It’s 
their first team practice since the second week of December, the day 
they received their sweaters. They’ll squeeze in four practices over as 
many days this week. Still, it’s hard to imagine any other team having 
less time on the ice together before Quebec. Compare the Bears’ year to, 
say, a U.S. AAA teams whose schedule was little disrupted: According to 
their website, the Little Caesars AAA team in Detroit went 52-14-5 as of 
mid-April. For the Bears, this is starting all over again. 

With snow on the ground in Waswanipi, it still looks like hockey season. 
This harsh winter might benefit the Bears: Well into April they were able 
to skate on flooded backyard rinks — not a great substitute for games 
and practices with teammates, but better than nothing and, when 
homebound for long stretches, better than endless hours looking at 
screens. 

This is the first time since tryouts that the Bears and all their families are 
in Waswanipi together. Cree schools are on break for goose-hunting 
season, a rite of passage and a high holiday here. Metabie and Saganish 
were uncertain whether families would be willing to give up their trips 
together into the bush. And a few plan to fit excursions around practice. 
Most, though, stay on and watch and talk about their plans for the trip 
south. 

When the day comes, the players climb into the backseats of their 
parents’ cars, some squished in with siblings and other relatives, for the 
seven-hour drive south. As kilometres of road fly by, snow gives way to 
thaw and then bloom. When they arrive in the provincial capital, 
temperatures are hitting the mid-20s. 

“The objective for us would be to become a AAA program that the very 
best Cree kids can play for. We’ve got a lot of work do, but just being 
here is a start.” 

It’s late Saturday night when the team checks into a Best Western, and 
the next morning they don’t have time to see the sights. The schedule 
calls for them to be at a rink early Sunday afternoon. It’s ostensibly a 
practice, but the media is in attendance and most of the players’ time at 
the arena will be taken up by a video shoot with a crew from Adidas. The 
apparel company shoots portraits of each player skating in a dark arena, 
lit only by some studio lights and shrouded with dry ice. It’s closer to 
music video than game action. Then the players are taken aside and 
mic’d for interviews — an experience that would have to land somewhere 
between distracting and downright overwhelming for even the worldliest 
12-year-old. 

Later, at the arena, the Bears get an eyeful of a game between the 
Whitby Wildcats, and a team from Slovakia. The BB level is effectively 
the entry level for the tournament with intermediate categories building 
up to AAA, the tournament’s elite. Without knowing anything about the 
teams going in, it’s clear these kids from the suburbs outside Toronto and 
the Slovaks are advanced 12-year-olds. The Whitby powerplay is as 
organized and structured as a major junior team’s — middle-school kids 
throwing the puck around almost too fast to pick up at ice level. And while 
Bears defenceman Connor Napash is a pre-adolescent giant at over six 
feet, the Slovaks have three kids his size or bigger — they look like 
they’re ready to report to the NHL combine. One Slovak winger with a 
Jagr-inspired mullet blocking out his name takes a breakout pass almost 
a stick length behind, neatly deflecting it up between his skates and 
wheeling by a Whitby defenceman without missing a stride. The Bears 
are impressed but maybe not as blown away as the adults with them. 
They know their team would be in tough against the AAA teams, but this 
is the level they want to achieve, where they want the program to get to 
someday. “The objective for us would be to become a AAA program that 
the very best Cree kids can play for,” Metabie says. “That we can 
develop that talent and compete. And that we’d come back to the 
Quebec tournament each year qualifying for it, representing our region 
and the Cree Nation. We’ve got a lot of work do, but just being here is a 
start.” 

The Bears all together in Quebec City. (Thierry Pateau/Adidas Hockey) 

M onday, game day. The Bears walk through the players’ entrance into 
the Videotron Centre, home of the QMJHL Remparts and, really, an NHL 
arena in search of a franchise. Roughly half the players on the Bears’ 
roster have been to a NHL game, in Montreal or Ottawa, but it’s one thing 
to look down from the stands and another to take in the view under the 
lights at ice level. “It looks even bigger down here looking up,” says 
Bobbish. The arena seems even vaster because it’s about 95-per cent 
vacant, with just a few hundred spectators in attendance — a couple of 
grade schools have given their students a break from class and brought 
them out to watch the action as a field trip. 

In the dressing room, the players don their new unis. Saganish goes 
through the lines. He has no scouting report to give the Bears on their 
opponents, the Nord-Est Barons, a crosstown team in the Chaudière-
Appalaches league — in the Abitibi league, they’d know some about a 
few of the better players. This game is the season in microcosm: things 
having to be figured out on the fly. 

Ten minutes before the scheduled puck drop, Mandy Gull-Masty, Grand 
Chief of the Quebec Cree, walks into the room. Wearing a new Cree 
Bears sweater, No. 22, Gull-Masty begins with a few words in English. “I 
wanted to have a chance to see you play before I go back for the goose 
hunt,” she says. The Grand Chief then switches to Cree, the Bears’ first 
language at home. She tells them to be proud to have come this far to 
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represent First Nations people. At the end of her speech, the adults in the 
room politely applaud, while the more outgoing players bang their sticks. 

“Sports means so much in our communities, especially to young people, 
and I think there has been more for them than there was 10 or 20 years 
ago,” Gull-Masty says at a reception with tournament officials afterwards. 
“Sports gives lives structure and joy and hope. But this team, they’ve lost 
so much this year, the last two years really. When I look around the 
room, I see an eagerness in their faces. They’re ready to start again … to 
pick up where they left off.” 

A few minutes later, the Bears look less eager than anxious. They come 
out for warmups and skate laps of their end. They fire shots at the 
goalies who’ll split time in the game, Grant and the starter Cooper, as 
arena staff roll a red carpet out to the centre of the ice. The Bears and 
the Barons line up along the blue line. Tournament officials make 
speeches to welcome the team before passing the mic to Grand Chief 
Gull-Masty. She stands between the captains of the teams for a 
ceremonial puck drop. The kids in the crowd cheer and the players bang 
their sticks on the ice. It all takes 10 minutes or so, but still, this on-again-
off-again is of a piece with the Bears’ season, which has really been on-
and-off-and-hope-it’s-on-and-then-maybe-not-and-then-how-can-they-
pull-this-off-and-finally-pack-your-bags-it’s-on-and-yeah-it’s-definitely-on. 
The players’ heads swivel during the proceedings, taking in the scene, 
the blindingly bright lights. Standing through ceremonies like this 
discombobulates veteran pros, so how might it unnerve 12-year-olds 
moments before the biggest game of their young lives? 

All the build-up seems like tempting fate, and through the first few shifts, 
the game feels like a guaranteed anti-climax. The Bears fall behind early, 
1-0 after 90 seconds, 2-0 just six minutes in. It’s not just that they’re 
being outplayed and beaten to loose pucks, not just that the Nord-Est 
end looks like it’s just been flooded. No, the energy isn’t there and the 
body language is telling a dispiriting story. After a couple of big collisions, 
a couple of Bears players stay down on the ice until play is stopped and 
they’re helped off the ice. 

In the stands, parents are doing their best not to betray any anxiety, as if 
they’re worried about seeming worried. And Metabie and others who 
work with the team know better than some of the parents just how 
unpromising it looks: The Bears’ tendency during the season was to start 
well and then tire out. 

“We’re not going to Quebec to play. We’re going there to try to win.” 

But then, two minutes later, completely against the run of play, 
Washipabano takes the puck from deep in his own end and skates 150 
feet, through a couple of Barons forwards and around a blueliner to make 
it 2-1. The game turns completely. The Bears find their legs and with 
every shift their confidence grows. Two shifts after Washipabano’s goal, 
Juness Bearskin finds Napash with a pass and the big defenceman roofs 
his heavy shot to tie the game. The mood lifts in the section of Bears 
parents and family in the crowd — their kids aren’t just in the tournament, 
they’re in this game. 

In the second period, the Barons regain the lead, but again it’s 
Washipabano scoring, this time with a backhand, to make it 3-3. The 
Bears take the lead on another big shot from Napash coming in from the 
point midway through the third. But the Barons get the equalizer on the 
very next shift, Grant overcommitting to her glove side, scrambling back 
a tick too late to shut down a shooter on the edge of her crease. 

Before the tournament, Saganish sat down with the parents and let them 
know that, while everyone would get a chance to play and ice time would 
be spread evenly in a couple of exhibition games later in the week, he 
intended to shorten the bench if the Bears found themselves in a position 
to win a tournament game. “We’re not going to Quebec to play,” he told 
them. “We’re going there to try to win. That’s what the players want: the 
best chance to win.” 

As regulation winds down, Saganish leans on his strongest players, 
rolling two lines. It seems like Washipabano, Bobbish and Napash go to 
the bench only for pitstops before they’re back out there. The teams 

exchange chances in the last few shifts — Grant makes one sprawling 
save in traffic that’s a game-saver — but no one in the rink seems 
surprised when the game goes to the five-minute overtime. 

With each side down to three skaters, it seems like there’s nothing but 
wide-open space on the ice, acres of it. Both Washipabano and Bobbish 
have five-star chances in the first minute but their shots miss the net by 
inches. Then, when Nord-Est gets possession in the Cree Nation end, 
the two are stuck out there — they’re on the ice for the first two minutes, 
exhausted, barely able to make it to the bench. 

Still knotted through five minutes, the game goes to a shootout. 

Washipabano leads off, skating in with speed and wiring a wrist shot that 
the Nord-Est goalie, Samuel Caron, stops with a great glove save. The 
Barons’ first shooter tries to deke Grant but she’s all over it. X-X. 

In the second round, Blueboy goes glove-side like Washipabano, but he 
beats Caron. Grant gets deked out by the Barons’ shooter moments later 
to keep it all square. X-X-√-√. 

Third round: Bobbish beats Caron with a wrist shot on the blocker side 
and exults. Finally, with the game on the line, the Nord-Est shooter 
comes in on Grant, who waits and waits and waits without biting, and 
then kicks out a pad to deny a deke. 

Cree Nation Bears 5, Nord-Est Barons 4 in a shootout. The grade-
schoolers in attendance let out a high-pitched cheer and the tournament 
theme music comes in over the P.A. while the Bears empty the bench 
and mob Grant. 

There’s plenty of story behind the team’s sweaters — designed by 
Adidas in collaboration with the artist Landen Spencer — but Juness 
Bearskin asks the truly pressing question: “Do we get to keep them?” 
(Kyle Charles/Sportsnet) 

Charly Washipabano and his mother Dolores, Zane’s grandmother, 
watch the Bears skate down the handshake line. 

“It’s great, not like my Quebec tournament,” he says. “We were living in 
Montreal back then —my mom was working as a nurse there and I was 
the only Native kid on the team. It was a good time but this is something 
really special, to be part of a Cree team.” 

It’s mid-May, when minor-hockey seasons are usually long over, so it’s 
hardly a stretch for kids and their parents to look ahead to next fall. Some 
big decisions lie ahead. For the kids born in 2009 — Bentley Bobbish, 
Connor Napash and Leesha Grant among them — they’ll be graduating 
up a level, perhaps to the Cree Nations Bears’ bantam squad in Oujé-
Bougoumou, or perhaps in points south, as Bobbish has talked about. 

The Washipabanos have already had this conversation. “Zane’s a first-
year player, a 2010 — he’s got another year of peewee,” Charly says. “I 
asked Zane the other day if he wanted to play AAA in Amos. He could go 
tryout this summer. I made it his choice completely — I’d support 
whatever he wanted. He’s looking to play at a higher level and go 
somewhere with his game. It’d be tough in Amos, French only in school 
there. No English — and no Cree, of course. He told me he wanted to go 
back to Waswanipi. There was no doubt in his mind. He’ll be able to wear 
the sweater with his name on his back in Cree for another winter. I’m 
sure that coming here has played a big part of it — a chance to be a 
leader. The program is going to grow when we can attract kids who’d 
play AAA elsewhere or keep young players who might look at that as 
where they want to go. 

“This is just the start.” 

They get to keep their sweaters. 

In the second round, the Cree Nation Bears came from behind to defeat 
the Saint-Laurent Spartans 3-2 with Connor Naposh scoring the game-
winner in the last minute of regulation. The Bears’ tournament ended with 
a 5-2 loss to the Aosta Gladiators. Aosta, an Italian team, won their next 
two games to claim the BB division’s championship. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Was this Gaudreau's goodbye to Calgary? It did not feel 
like it 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancis 

May 28, 2022, 6:28 PM 

 

CALGARY — The worrying began years ago, as did the lobbying. 

Asked who’s been pressing him the most to stay in Calgary, Johnny 
Gaudreau smiled. 

“Probably Tre,” chuckled Gaudreau of GM Brad Treliving.  

“It’s everywhere. It’s such a great city to play in. I mean, my next-door 
neighbours, pretty sure they were shovelling my snow all year just to get 
me back.  

“You go to Starbucks, you go out to eat, everyone is so welcoming and 
really wants me back here. And it’s great. That’s what you want to hear. 

“That’s what you want people to think of you, that they want you on their 
team. It’s a little overwhelming at times, but it’s great to hear. I love it.” 

After hearing him speak Saturday, you get a strong sense that the love 
he’s being shown matters. 

And its reciprocal, as he reiterated in his strongest words to date, how 
much this city and the organization has meant to him. 

That won’t be easy to say goodbye to. 

If this was his farewell press conference as a Flame, it sure didn’t feel 
like it. 

“Obviously, Calgary has a special place in my heart,” said Gaudreau, 28, 
who is slated to be an unrestricted free agent July 13. 

“I’ve been part of this organization for 11 years now. Ever since Day 1 I 
got here, the fans, the organization, my teammates, even you guys (the 
media). Sometimes, when I’m playing bad, you guys give me a hard time. 
But that’s alright. But everything about this city I love. My wife loves it 
here.  

“You guys can tell on Twitter, my uncle, my dad, my mom, my sisters, my 
brother, everyone loves Calgary. It’s a special place in our heart and we 
love it here, so we’ll see what happens. 

“I’ll sit down with my agent this week sometime and figure out what’s best 
for me and my family.”  

Gaudreau said he said a sad goodbye to all his teammates Saturday 
morning because “you never know what’s going to happen.” But he 
insists he hasn’t spent the last few weeks or months with that “last 
dance” mentality that his time in town is about to come to an end.   

“I didn’t sit in the locker room and keep my jersey on or stare up in the 
stands,” said Gaudreau. 

“That’s something that I didn’t really think of. I do have a big decision and 
we’ll see what happens in the next few weeks, but I love it here. I love the 
fans. I love the city. But I never really had that moment where I was like, 
‘This is it for me.’” 

What’s best for an organization that took significant strides this year, 
thanks to Gaudreau’s 115-point season, is a long-term deal locking up 
the pending free agent for the rest of his career. 

Treliving knows it, doubling down Saturday on his desire to “move 
heaven and earth” to get Gaudreau signed. 

“I've said this, and I've said it to John, I think he's a Calgary Flame and 
we want to make him a Calgary Flame for a long time, and we're going to 
do everything we possibly can to make that happen,” said Treliving. 

“We saw what he's capable of. I've believed in this guy since the day I 
walked through the doors here. Certainly, that's an important piece of 
business that we've got to take care of. 

“I think he's got a chance to be one of the greatest to play in the history of 
the franchise. And there's been some great ones. So, we're hopeful we 
can get it done.”  

This time there will be no discount, like the $6.75 million deal he’s been 
playing on for six years. 

This time the bidding is against 31 other teams, many with better tax 
situations and weather, which means that eighth year the Flames can 
offer (as per the CBA) will likely be instrumental. Eight times $10 million 
seems a nice round number for everyone. 

Money isn’t the real question. 

Desire is. 

If he wants to continue playing halfway across the continent from his New 
Jersey home, it can easily be worked out. 

But if the grass appears greener elsewhere, little could stop him from 
moving. 

That said, the man who just scored one of the most iconic goals in 
franchise history admitted Saturday that his legacy in Calgary matters to 
him. 

“Yeah, it’s important,” said Gaudreau, who would re-write the team’s 
record book and likely finish as the greatest player in team lore if he 
stays. 

“Whether I’m here for the next years or not, who knows what happens? 
But when my time does end here, I hope people remember me as a good 
person off the ice, a good teammate and just a good person. People can 
think what I did on the ice, but for me personally, I just want people to 
know how grateful I am for them welcoming me here and hopefully it’s a 
few more years here and they can get stuck with me.”  

The team’s success this year is also an important piece to this puzzle, as 
he knows that his return would keep the league’s top line, and a very 
good core group in Calgary, intact.    

“I’ve been here for 11 years and haven’t got to that ultimate goal and it’s 
been a while since they’ve won here so I think that would be pretty 
special, to win a Cup here,” said the club’s fourth round flier from 2011. 

Gaudreau responds to who lobbied him the most to stay 'Probably Tre' 

“It’s something that I kind of dreamed about my whole life, and Calgary is 
a great place to do it.”  

Asked if players generally lobby teammates to stay in town, Blake 
Coleman’s answer was telling. 

“If it’s Johnny Gaudreau, you do,” he smiled. 

“He’s such a big part of this team. In my talks with him, trying to have him 
understand what a legacy he could leave in Calgary if he stays. You 
could probably already put his jersey up in the rafters. Eight more years 
of Johnny, he’d be cemented forever. And I think that’s something that’s 
important to him.  

“However it shakes out, he deserves that, and he deserves to be taken 
care of with his family.  

“We’re all friends and we want what’s best for each other but we’re all 
fingers crossed that Johnny’s in red next year.” 
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It’s now up to him and his wife to decide if Calgary is where they want to 
raise a young family and finish his playing days.   

“I probably won’t think about it for a couple days here,” said Gaudreau. 

“Obviously, it’s still fresh that we lost. I don’t know anything other than 
Calgary, you know? In September, I fly to Calgary, play hockey. And then 
at the end of the season, I go home and spend time with family. It’s all 
I’ve known for the past 11 years and it’s kind of a big decision here and 
I’m just going to try to figure out what’s best for me first, and my family, 
and go from there. But Calgary is a special place for me and I do really, 
really love it here.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Shane Wright to have meetings with Canadiens, Devils 
before draft 

 

Josh Beneteau@jbenny15 

May 28, 2022, 10:22 PM 

 

The teams holding the first two picks in this summer's NHL Draft have 
scheduled meetings with OHL star Shane Wright, Sportsnet's Jeff Marek 
reports. 

According to Marek, Wright will meet with the Montreal Canadiens — 
who will pick first overall on home ice at the Bell Centre — for the first 
time on Monday at this week's draft combine. Following the combine, 
which runs from Monday to Friday in Buffalo, the New Jersey Devils — 
holders of the second pick in the draft — will fly Wright out to their 
facilities for "a series of extended interviews." 

Marek adds that the Devils will be bringing six or seven other prospects 
in for meetings as well. 

Wright has been widely considered the consensus No. 1 pick in the draft 
for a couple of years now, ever since he was granted exceptional status 
by the OHL as a 15-year-old. While Logan Cooley of the U.S. 
Development Program and Slovak star Juraj Slafkovsky have certainly 
made strong cases this season, our draft prospect insider Sam 
Cosentino had Wright ranked No. 1 in his most recent projection. 

"Thanks to the finer points in his game and the details away from the 
puck, Wright still remains the top player available," Cosentino wrote in 
April. 

Wright, a native of Burlington, Ont., was the captain of the Kingston 
Frontenacs this season and had 32 goals and 94 points in 63 games 
before adding 14 points in 11 playoff games. 
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